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PREFACE 
Many scholar$ have noted Milton's use of themes dealing with 
order and disorder, J. B. Broadpent, however, is the only writer, 
to my knowledge, who specific;ally observes that Milton uses this 
theme even in schematic qualities of his images. Even so, Broad-
be11t does not seem to deal with the subject as thoroughly as it de-
serves. · Therefore, I have used his observatiC'.>Il in examining 
· Milton's poetry and major prose to ascertain if the pattern of 
schematic awareness exists throqghout Milton's works. An af-
finity both between simple shapes, straight lines, and goodness, 
and between irregular shapes, crooked lines, and evil, existf;l in 
· Milton's writings. I have focused my attenti0n primarily on the 
latter, since they more significantly illustrate Milton's use of 
lines and shapes for symbolic purposes. 
In writi:q.g of the significance Milton gives to lines and shapes, 
· I have not attempted to assert that the pattern is a rigid one that 
Milton always followed, :nor have I dealt with all of the exceptions to 
this pattern. Examples :(rom the Bible and from Milton's contem-
. poraries are given to e~plain the pattern that Milton followed, and 
to give ba ckg rounq in.£ o rma tion for the examination of Milton's 
imagery. In no way is t;h.e inclusion of the works of Miltop.'s 
iii 
contemporaries intended to suggest that schematic awareness is con~ 
sistently present in all, or even in a major portion, of their writings. 
I want to express my thanks to Dr. David S. Be;rkeley for his 
invaluable guidance in writing and revising the paper, and to Dr. 
Samuel Woqds,. whose suggei;;tions for revi~ion were of inestimable 
assistance. I am deeply grateful to my sister, Linda Redman, who 
consistently and generously donated time and energy giving help and 
advice, and to my hui;;band, Martin, for his patient encouragement. 
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·CHAP'J'ERI 
. INTRODUCTION 
. . 
Much has been. written about MUton'is use of images to suggest 
good 0r evil. Somewhat overlqoked, however., has been his as-
sociation of evil with images of irregular shape ~nd co:mple:x Unes 
(inqicati:ng disorder) anq of goodness with im~gee of simple structure 
and straight li;nes (indicatin,~ drder). · In an e~amination of Milton's 
poetry and major prose, this pattern of his c;Llltipathy to irregular 
lines and. shapes can be il~ustrated. 
. . 
Some of the ·images which can be used to illustrate an ciffinity 
between simple structure and goodness are fo"U.nQ. in: paesages deal-
ing with ;rays or beams of light, military formations, calm seas 
and lack of winds or tempests, and orderliness ati.d discipline. 
Milton's antipathy toward irregular 1i;n.e1:1 and sha:Pes cari be demon-
strated in examining passages clealing with winds and waves of the 
sea;, Chaos, brutes a:np.. mo:q.sters such c1.s q;ragons, leviatha:q., and 
serpents; ornate buildings su.ch as :Pandemonium; and the like.· 
Many critics have discussed. symbqls of good and evil in these 
passages without giving association of shapes deserved attention. 
John· M. Steadman1 mentions the "perfect" and straight ranks of 
both the heavenly an.cl fall~n angels during their :march. · H~ 
l 
2 
associates the ordered ranks with virtuous q1,1aliti~s, and explains why 
Milton attributes this quality tq the £aUen angela a$ well as to the 
heavenly angels. 
In another disc-ussion of Milton's ir:1.terest in the art ofwa.rfare, 
James Holly lianfo:rd notes that Sata;q.'s army 11 is col9red with the hues 
and trappings of medieval chivalry/ 1 whereas the h~avenly army re-
sembles mo.re the 11 trafq.ed aJ?:p:iies of c:;ivili~ed warfa:i:<e in antiquity 
2 
and in, Milton 1 s oiw1t time. 11 . Ou:ring the war in Heaven,· the fcl.llen 
angels march ip a h,oJlpw cube to. hide their newly made weapons and 
cannons, thus distorting the classic: battle fo;l"m.ations. Hanford il-
lustrates Milton's foncl:p.ess for order and discipline and his knowl-
edge of battle formations. 
Milton scholars have frequently discuased the connections of 
light and virtue, but very few have noted the virtuous straight paths 
of light rays. Many writers have pointed out the familiar use of 
light to symbolize God or Truth. Kester Svendsen has noted this 
association along with the Renaissance belief that a sunbeam cannot 
be defiled. 3 His discussion centers on the Miltonic concepts that 
a 11 blind and serpentj.ne body1 1 Ci:!,n be an obstc;Lde to true vision, 4 In 
writing about light-virtue and darkness -evil imagery, Sven,dsen does 
not associate the sunbeam's straight path with virtue. 
Theodore Howard Banks nqtes that Milton uses light to symbol.. 
ize goodness. ' 1The sµn is :£1lure, powe:rful, and dazzlingly brilliant 11 
notes Banks, and he cites severciil passa~es to ~upport his state .. 
3 
ments from the prose tracts,· Pq.radise Lost, anc;l Cornus. 5 Evil ere a-
. ,,,........,... 
tures such as Gomus, His observec:! 1 hate .am.d avoid the sunlight and 
the dawn. · D. C. Allen tells how Sat;;ln's followers were cmce famed 
as God's ''Bright-harness'c;lA;n.gels, "bu.tnow spendth~il;' time plotting 
how to "affront" God's holy light''wtth tJ::dr dal:'kq.ess. 116 
· J. B. Broadbent, who seems to come nec;1.rest a <;1.iSC\lSSion of 
Milton's concer:p. with shapes a:p.d fo:i;-ms, contends that Comus I con-
fHcts are centered on light anq good vers\ls evil and da.rk. 7 The Lady 
pleads for light, but Comus desires darkpess. The Lady's brothers 
also desire lign.t which, Broadbent states, !1$tands for them and the 
· Lady as the heaven.-sent token of reas.pn antj order i.n the l'?oul. 11 
However, Broadbent does not examine the sigDrificance of the light 
beams in various of Milton's other works. 
In an examination of irµages that a:re used to symbolize evil, 
Milton's antipathy to irr,agu\ar itnes and shapes appears Pandemonium, 
as the home of the fallen angels in HC;lll, is ce:1ctainly associated with 
evil. The overdone architecture of the st:t;'uctu,re suggests a complex: 
outline and irregular lines. Rel;>ecc;3, W. Smith parallels Pande-
moniurn with St. Peter'f:1 inRome, ~nd su~gests that the pinnacles, 
"towers, and juttings, 11 which Milton might well have seen on St. 
Peter's during his visit to ltaly, are s~milar to those on Pa..nde-
8 
monium. ·Miss Smith is preo<:;cupied ~o pJ;ove the p;i:-9totype of 
Milton's Pandemonium and do¢S not consider structural <;on.notations 
relating irregular lines to evil. 
4 
The several images of ~atan have interested many Milton .critics. 
Analyses of the Satanic images frequently entail a discussion of 
Satan's assuming the form of animals .;lnd monsters. However, these 
analyses generally do pot seem to deal with Milton's aversion to the 
shape of such animals. Addiscm mentions that Satan bounds over the 
walls of Paradise Brnd assuµies the 1?hape of a "cormor~nt'' and other 
animals in the garden in order to hear Adam and Eve's conversation. 
Addison only says of this, however, that Satan's changing of shapes 
"gives an agreeable surprise tc;> the reader," and is "devised to con-
nect" Satan's "series of adventures. 119 
Satan's shape and size are closely related throughout Paradise 
Lost, according to ~ran~ S., Kastor, l O and Satan is portrayed 
largely through simile, metaphor, aq.d symbol, While he does rpen-
tion Satan's changing shapes and animal similes, Kastor is concerned 
with the fallen angel's size relative to hh surroundings in Iieaven, 
Hell, and Paradise, and not with the moral significance of shape 
being intrinsicc;1.lly good or evil. The changing size, says Ki;i.stor, is 
useful primarily to di!ferentic;Lte Satan's roles as Archangel in Hea-
11 
ven, Prince of Hell, q.nd the Tempter OJ:) earth. Kastor does not 
specifically observe that the irregular lines and shapes connote evil. 
In Milton's allegory of Sin ap.d Death, the change of Sin's shape, 
according to John M. $teadman, is an anticipation of "Satan's own 
metamorphosis in Book X" of Paradise~· 12 S~n's shape is 
described as it was usually p<ntrayed by medieval and Renci,.issance 
5 
artists. This shape is said to l;>e closely associated with the shape 
Satan assurned for the ternptation of Eve, all,d is thus especially ap-
. 13 propriate. 
14 . North,rup F:rye also describes medieval paintings portraying 
monsters, especially those of the harrowing of Hell by Christ, the 
dragon-killer. Refere~c~s to these monsters are probably somewhat 
influenced by Biblical accounts of ;monsters referred to as "leviathan," 
"Rahab," or '''dragons," as well as by the allegory of St. George, 
who also slew such monsters. Frye mentions that in the Book of 
Revelation the monster {igure becomes a dragon with seven heads and 
15 · 
ten horns. Such monsters are irregular jn shape and a.re gener-
ally associated with evil. 
It has b~en noted by some critics that the sea is usually repre-
sented in Milton I s writings as evil , Banks notes that Milton I s sec1-s 
sometimes impede sailing, and that they 11 should not be ventured 
upon without proper ballast. 1116 Satan I s followers "applaud and 
sound like the sea. 1117 However, after making these associations, 
Banks puts more emphasis on the idea that Milton 1$ blindness caused 
him to be more aware of sounds. Banks does not actually mention 
that these images link the sea with evil. Regc;1.:n:Hng the storms and 
winds, :Sanks again gives some excellent examples to illustrate an 
association of these images with evil, but is once more chiefly con-
cerned with Milton's change of emphasis after his blindness. 18 
Steadman19 notes that in Paradise Regained, as in the Biblical 
6 
. accounts of the tempest of the Sea of Galilee, Christ bec0me$ victor 
over a storm. Christ :repres~nts calm and order, and Satan tempts 
· Christ with a "demonic storm scene" in an effort to terrify "his des-
tined victor." ·· In this attempt Milton is likened by Steadman to Tasso 
and Oratiani in retaining ''the tempest'e conventionaJ role as an ob-
· stacle to the achievement of a destined enterprise," but all three 
have changed the setting from sea to land~ ZO 
· The sea as evil iuiagery in Samson, Agonistes is discussed by 
John Carey~ 21 · Dagon, the Philistines' god, is a "Sea:""Idql." In 
1 Paradise ~' Dagon is pre$e;nted as half-man, half~fish, .and is 
definitely connected with the sea. Dalila's salt·water tea.rs are 
enough to wreck Samsrnn's glorious .veseel. · Carey discussed the de-
tails of the imagery,. but does not suggest irregular shapes are part 
of the cause of Milto;q.' s antipathy tc;; the sea. Carey also mentions 
. . 22 
·. Dalila as a serpent. · 
Although writers have approached the subject of Milton's antip-
athy to irregular lines and shapes, J. B. Broadbent seems to be 
the only one who really concerns himself with a statement regarding 
the subject. Even so, Broadbent does not seem to deal with the 
subject c;1.s thoroughly as it d,eserves. In an analysis of "The Nativ .. 
ity Ode,"• Broadbent speaks of the appearance of Christ, ''the 
greater Sun, 11 and the binding of the dragon's L5atan1sJ swinge-
ing tail": 
These are the poem's hinges. Sy;mbolizing the conq4est by 
hard-edged right reason of the dim liquid allures of passion, 
they make the poem Miltonic,. an¢! relate it more clearly 
to his other poems than to prophets, gospels, or analogues: 
the same dark ill\,isio:q.s are defeated in Comus, the same 
weltering waves and tangled hair of nymphs are tran-
scended in 'Lycidas', the same mystical rays of solid 
light dazzle e;rror in the· prose and Paradise Lost, the i,ame 
. gigantic force ruins idolatry in, Samson ••. -:-Christ's 
was a ¥iltonic victory, not of transformation • .• • but of 
arrangement: a schematic conquest. 23 
Thus Broadbent re_cognizes the. pattern of structural involvement in 
7 
· Milton's images. It ia this schematic consciousn~ss that I propose to 
illustrate. Bytoqchi:ng lightly on parts of the Bible and the works of 
s<;>me of Milton's contemporaries, and by a more thorough exarnina-
tipn of Milton's poetry and prose, I hope to demonstrate how this 
theme pervades much· material yet unexamined with this idea j.n mind. 
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CHAPTER II 
AFFINITY BETWEEN VIRTUE: ANP SIMPLE SHAPES 
In his writings· Milto_n frequently uses imagery to connote virtue 
and ~0odness or evil, Becauee these images are so rich, they can 
· .. be e~ami:,;ied in diffe:rent lights and on many different levels; thu$ ~e 
aspect of shapes and outlines of the va;rious images in' Milton's 
·· .. w:ritin~s is sometimes quite close to other analyses, and is not al-
ways to be severely· delineated from.these. In showing the_.,pa:ttern of 
Milton's an~ipathy to if regular shapes, I hope to set up. a classifica .. 
. tion that is useful in interpreting Milton's writings-~rich as they 
' ' . 
. . . . . 
are- .. on still another-level of analysis. 
The concern with lines and shape~ in'Milton's writings can per-
haps be connected in some cases with his love of order and dislike 
of disorder. That Milton loved order is well known to scholars, but 
the ccmnection;with shape is not generally noted. This same pattern 
appears tq an extent in the scriptures and some of the 0writings of 
Milton's contemporaries. :Perhaps these have influenced, to some 
degree,· Milton's trec;iltment of images with regular and irregular 
li;n~s, b\lt to prqve such is not my purv,ose here. Whether or not the 
Bibie and the writi:ngs of Milton's contemporaries served as a squrce 
10 
11 
for Milton in this light, a brief investigation of the affinity with regu-
.· lar .sha.p~.s in som~ of these works seems benefic:i,al in ;revealing the 
pattern Milton El)so. followed. 
Biplical writers frequently associate straight lines, directness, 
.• anq OJ:"dered paths with str.n.plic'ity, straightforward,ness, and har .. 
mony. All of these qualities are considered. vlrtuous. In des crib-
i:ng .the ark o;f the covenant, thf9 ark of Nollh, the oracle of the temple 
· iil-nd the temple itlil~lf, all of which are instruments of God, scrip-
t"ura1 writers give dimensions for the length, breadth, and height of 
~he walls or sides. The implication is that these holy structures 
would all 'b~ box-shq.ped,. with straight walls for sides. 
Exodus 2.7:l states: 
And thou shalt make an. altar of shittim wood, five cubits 
· long, and five cubits l;>road; the 1;1.ltar shall be four .. 
sq'l.lare: and the height thereof shall be three cubits. 1 
Thus the altar, being "foui--square," would seemi:l1gly have. straight 
sides~ !n Ezekiel's vision of the temple,. the length,, width, and 
heiijht pf all the chambe;t;"s in the temple are given. He states: 
The posts of the temple were squared, and the face of the 
sa;nctuary; th.e appearan,ce of the one as the appearanc:~ of 
the. other. The altar of wood was three cubits high,. and 
the length thereof two .cubits; and the corners thereof, 
a.:nd th~ length the'.t"eof,. and the walls thereof, were of wood: 
and h«:; said unto. me, This is the table that is before the 
Lord.(Ezekiel 41:Zl., az). 
Th~ descriptio;n. therefo:re irnplies a regularity in. the structure of the 
12 
. temple and that straight and simple lines were predominant through-
2 
· out the temple of his vision. 
The cross is perhaps the Christians I most obvious symbol of 
holiness, and is comprised chiefly of simple, straight lines. For 
· the· Romans, the cross was merely an instrument of execution, but it 
became, with Christ's crucifixion, a holy symbol for the Christian 
church. 3 The moral goodness of Christ, therefore, is associated 
with the straight lines of the cross I structure. 
Another means in,which order and straightness are portrayed in a 
favorable. manner can be found'.in Biblical association of God. with rays 
of light. Passages which reveal this use of imagery recur frequent-
ly. In Ps.alm l 04 we see God as light: 
O Lord my God, thou art very great; thou art clothed with 
honour and majesty. Who cove rest thyself with light as with 
a garment; who stretchest out the heavens like a curtain: who 
layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters: who maketh 
the clouds his chariot: who walketh upon the wings of the 
wind ..• (Psalm 104:1-3). 
The Lord covers himself with light and lays his beams in the waters; 
and rays of light are known to travel only in straight lines. Thus the 
portrayal of God as light is suggestive of perfection coinciding with 
straightness. It can also be noted that God controls the "wings of 
the wind" and thus harnesses disorder. 
Christ is also called the "true light," for John 1:9 states that 
Christ was "the true .light, which lighteth every man that cometh into 
the world." In Rev. 21:23 we are told "and the city had no need of the 
sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it: for the glory of God did light-
en it, and the Lamb is the light thereof." The familiar portrayal of 
Christ or God as light throughout the Bible seems to connect further, 
4 
as stated above, perfection with straightness. 
· Perhaps the closest association in Biblical writings of straight-
ness and directness with goodness can. be found in passages similar 
to Isaiah 42: 16: 
And I will bring the blind by a way that they know not; I will 
lead .them in paths that they have· not known: I will make 
darkness light before them, and. crooked things straight. 
These things will I do unto them, and not forsake them. 
God here promises not to forsake his blind children; rather he will 
guide them through unknown surroundings and crooked paths. Dark~ .. 
ness will be made into light, and crooked things straight. Crooked-
ness is undesirable for his children: the crooked paths will be 
straightened for their spiritual journey through the hostile world. 5 
A similar interpretation can be made of the admonitiotdto . 
the Hebrews, "wherefore lift up the hands which hang down,. and the 
feeble knees, and make straight paths for· your feet, lest that which 
is lame be turned out of the way; but let it rather be healed" (Heb-
rews 12:13). Here God 1.s cp.ildren are depicted as being spiritually 
lame, and as having hands which hang down and feeble knees. If 
these spiritually lame believers turn from the straight path, their 
14 
lame parts wHl suffer f\1,:rther injq.ry. Their we~k spirit will become 
weaker .. However, if they follow the straight paths, their sickened 
spirits shal:I, 'be healed. Straight paths are therefo:re Christian paths. 
Milton's contempora;ries lik~wise·write of straight lines or 
6 
directness in association,wj.th virtue ... · Many of these writers treat 
the image o! God as light, already discqss.ed in Biblical writings. 
John ;Donne's poem, ''A l:{ym;ne to God the Father," discusses ~hrist 
. . 
as light, shinin~ forth to aid Christians in need: 
I have a sin 0£ feare, that when I have spunrie 
My'.last Ulred, I s'.qall perish on, the shore; 
But sweare by thy selfe, that at IllY: death thy sonne 
~hall Shine as he shin,as J10W., and heretofore; 
· And, having done. that, Th<>u haste done, 
. Ifea:r;e n9,rriore.,(ll~·l3-18).7 
Christ, tben, is light evedasting. · l'he rays which radiate from him 
are th1,1s h~ly,. as illustrated in :atblical imagery discussed above, 
Phineas; Fletcher in~· Apollyonists 8 also utilizes ligp.t imagery 
with :ni.or,~.1 implications: 
Spring .;.tides of light divine the ayre suround, 
And bring downe heaven to earth; deaf Ignora1,1nce, 
Vext wHh the day, her head in hell hath drown'd 
, Fond S-µperstition, frighted with the glaunce 
· Of suddairie b~ames, ·in vaine hath crost her round. 
Truth and Reli.gion everywhere advau:nce. 
Their Co~qv.'ring standardi;: Er.rov.r's lost and 
fled •.• (ll. 217-223). · . 
. .. 
The light b~ams of' .Truth and Religion chase away Ignorance, S1,1per-
stition, and Er:ro:r .. Heaven is brou.ght dowllto ea,rth by the "sJi>ring-
tide of light divine." 
In h,is poem "The Flower" George Herbert gives another use of 
straight l:ines connected with virtue, 9 
But whqe Igrow in a straight line, 
Sti.11 upwards bent, as if hecwn,were mine own, 
· Thy anger comes, and I decline {11. 29-31 ). 
15 
Herbert, as a dedicated devotio:nal poet, was very li~ely familiar with 
the Biblical admonitions to make straight paths. When the flower 
grows in a strai.ght line upwards, it is as if heaven were opening its 
doors. Man, therefore, as the flower, seems near reachip.g p.eaven 
when his path is straight. 
Milton's writings see;m to exemplify the associations of good wit]i. 
straightness and evil with. crookedness. Although.it wo\;lld certai:p.ly 
be imprudent to state rigorously that Milton alw~ys followed this pat ... 
tern, one can find frequen,t .examples of it throughout his poetry and 
his prose. 
Milton was quite inte:rested in battle formations, as James H. 
10 . Hanfo:rd points out. In Paradise Lost, the loyal angt:ils p:repare to 
....,--,--
fight the rebel angels i.n heaven, and are described in their battle 
formation: 
· the Powe;i;:-s Militant, 
l'hat stoQd for Heav'n, in mighty Quad:rate joyn'd 
Of U:nion irresistible, mov'd on ... 
Ip.dissolubly firm; nor obvious HL).1, 
Nor streit'ning Yale, nor Wood, nor Stream divides 
Thir perfet ranks; for high i;ibove the ground 
Thir march was, and the passive Air l.lpbo:re 
· Thir nimble t;read .•. (PL, VI, 61.73). 11 
Here the ranks are portrayed as perfect--no wavering lines o:i;- lack 
of discipline a.nd of<;ler. 12 These rp.nks are divided later by the 
Satanic cannon, but Chri$t restores order when he ca1;1ts the rebels 
out of heaven. 
16 
When the battle between the forces l;>egins, the fallen angels soon 
begitJ. to feel pain. Their leaders ~re woµnded and 11quelld'' and the 
fighting sways ip. favor of the loyi:!-1 angels as they force the rebels to 
retreat: 
deforrned rout · 
E;nter'd, and foul disorder; all the ground 
With shiverd armour st:i;-qwn, and on a heap 
Chariot and Charioter lay overturp.d .•• ·. 
(PLf VI, 387-390). 
·~ 
The fallen angels ~re thus punished for the II sin of disobedience II and 
in the rout are contrasted with the Saints, who, receiving no wounds, 
are still marching: . 
Far otherwise th' inviolable Saints 
In Cubic Phalanx firm aovanc;: 't entire, 
· lnvul:p.eri;tble, impenitrably i:l,rm 'd: 
Such high advantages thir innocence 
Gave them above thir foes 
(PL, VI, 398-402). 
The disorder in Satan's army makes apparent their loss of tb.at day's 
battle. Discipline and order belong to the victors, God's angels. 
17 
Later in th{;'!battle, it is Satan's a,p.gels who form a cube . ,..like battle 
forr,nation, but I?-otably.it is a ''hollow Cube" which their lec;1.der has 
"impal'd on every .side with shaddowing Squadrons Deep" to hide the 
newly mc;1.de weapons they will use in battle. The use of a masked 
battery is a distortion of the battle formation and is lei be led a ''fraud." 
Milton notes in his Chu:rch.Gove:rnrnent that "those smalle;r squares 
i:ri battdl unite in one g;reat ~u.be, the main ph,;11art:x:, an embleme of 
13 
truth and steadfastnesse." · The hqllow cube ha mere imitation of 
this em."l;)lem, and $atan's use of the st:raight lines of the formation 
points speoificallyto bis t:rlekery. 14 
l-Ianforci notes that Milton strongly accents the elements. of 
discipline and order in the. hattle scenes. In describing the army of 
. . 
heaven., Hanford indicates that ''Milton obviously has in mind the 
trained armies of civilized wa,rfare in antiquity and in his own time. 
The picture of the rebel host, on the other hand, is colored with 
the hues and trappings of medieval chivalry. 1115 Satan's forces wear 
helmets and carry spea:rs, and possess "shields Variol,.l.s." They go 
to battle with "boastful argwnents." Th(:) swords and weapons of the 
loyal angels are indicative of the clasf'!ical, more disciplined sol~ 
diers.;. ... they enter battle with "serried" sMelds such as in classical 
warfare (Roman ancl Greek l::>attle formations), and do not go into 
i,uch ''deformeA rout" as Sat1:1.;n' s army, . even when Sl).rprised by the 
16 
Satanic cann,m. · 
Book I of Paradise Lost reveals the fallen angels in hell aft(;lr the 
imperial ensign is unfurled at Satan s command. The fallen angels 
again appear in a huge forest of spears and thronging helmets: 
Anon they move 
In perfect Phalanx to the Dorian mood 
Of Flutes and soft Recorders; such as rais 'd 
To hight of noblest temper Hero's old 
Arming to Battel, and in stead of rage 
Deliberate valour breath'd, firm and unmov'd 
With dread of death to. flight or foul retreat 
Nor wanting powe,r to mitigate and swage 
With solemn touches, troubl'dthoughts, and chase 
Anguish and doubt and fear and sorrow and pain 
, From mortal or immortal minds (11. 549-559). 
Here the fallen· angels seem to retain some of their former glory; 
they are described in heroic terms. 17 The ordered ranks associ-
ated with heroism are part of the glory from which they have fallen, 
and these ordered ranks are a temporary faStade of order only. .As 
Steadman says: 
Though it j_-.heU~J possessed the likeness of a well ordered 
state, governed by a prudent and heroic leader, this was 
· merely an appearance; its real foundations were ''Non-
sense." · The reality underlying the affectation of a sound 
and stable polity was not order, but spiritual confusion. 18 
Milton really seems, then, to be mocking the fallen angels, for the 
difference between what the angels seem and what they really are is 
quite .ironic. After the fall of Adam they appear as writhing snakes, 
an image more representative of their actual status. Thus the 
association of temporary glory exhibited by their heroic appearance 
with disciplined, orderly, marching ranks further illustrates 
18. 
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· Milton's a1?sociation of straight lines with bravery, a virtuous trait in 
traditiorial epics. The good angels have exhibited perfection in their 
ranks: their order is not a fa~ade like that of the fallen angels, for 
nothing qivides the ii- ranlcs. 
Milton also Portrays God as ligq.t, similar to both Biblical and 
conteµiporary imagery. In the 11 Nativjty Ode" he refers to Ghrist as 
the "Prince of li.ght" (1. 62) and as the "g}eater Sun'' (l. 83). He is 
''That glo:rioq.s. for?Xl, that Light unsu;ffe:rable" and "that far-beaming 
blcize c;,f majesty" (ll. 8, 9). 19 .The light beams are thought o;f as 
· blazing forth from Ch:rist, and woulc;l travel a direct 1;>ath to the be-
20 . · 
holder. · '[q. fact, the ''rayes of Bethlehem" are so bright they "blind 
his TOsiris • 7 dusky eynll and presumably frighten away ''all the gods 
~ - . . . . . . 
· be$ide'' (11. 223, 22';1:). As the shepherds are told of Christ's birth, 
a ''Glcibe of circuliiir light" "surrounds their sight." They hear and 
see cherubim and seraphim in "glittering ranks" while the light ar-
rays the ''~h,ame-fac't night" with ''long l;:)eams." 
Even Satan in Haradise Lo$t recognizes the connection between 
...,...._...._ 
the beams of light and God. · As Satan. escapes from Hell and views 
the c;reation, he siglis, fixing a lQok towards Heaven and the "full-
blazing ~un": 
O thou that with surpassing Glory crownd 
l.,ook'st from thy sole Dominion like the God 
O;f this new Wodd; q.t whose sightall the Starrs 
Hi,;:le thiJ;' diminisht heads; to thee I call, 
:aut with no friendly voice, and add thy name 
O Sun, to tell thee how I hate thy beams 
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.Thc!-t bring to my remembrance from what state 
· l £eU .•. (Pi,, IV, 32, .. 39). . 
. ~
Satan associ,a~~s the beams of light with the glory of heaven· and with 
the Son,. whose poi:Jitio:i;i catised Sa,tan's ep.vy and eventual downfall. 
·· No!f'mally,· "star.;.angels derive. their light from ~e sun-God with the 
r~sponse of loving joy,'' observes Irene Samuel. J3ut Satan's llper-
· verse j.:nference'' here. s}lqws his alienation from the divinely created 
. . Zl 
universe . 
. · lnAnbnadversions .Milton ~rges an cJ.c.ceptance of responsibility 
. . 
before' h is to6 la.te: "Let us fea,.re lest the Sunne for ever hide him 00 
. . . 
·. selfe~. an~l turne his orient stepa· from our ingratefull Horizon justly 
condemn'd to be eternally be:p.ighted. 1122 The punishment fQr not 
doing God's wi.11. is eternal darlcness, a perma:p.ent removal .of the 
beams C!>f light. But t~e Son can prevent tMs by interces.sion for 
. . 
man. · Milton p;rays IIWhich dreadfull ju<;lgement O tho1,1. the ever .. 
begott<:m light, and pedect image of the Fathel;', intercede may. ;q.ever 
· ,,23 
c<:>me upon us ~ . . . But God has punished the evihdoers al:ready: 
Thou raod/ hast discover'd the plots, and frustrated the 
hope:;; -of all the wicked in the Land • . ; . and chas 'd 
them.with e.;udde~ confusion and ama;zement before the re-
doubled brightnesse of thy descending clo1.:1.q that now covers 
thy Taberna~le. Who. is there tha.t cannot trace thee now 
in thy bea;my walks th+OU$h the midst of thy Sanctuary, 
· amidst thqse golden· Candlesticks .... 24 
.. The' wicked have been roµted in confusion and amazement befo.re the 
light and peams of Gpd •. A brightness cove:rs the tabernacle; and 
21 . 
false prophets, persecutors, a,.nd plotters are alien to Go~l and his 
light. 
In his discussion of Milton's imagery <;:oncerning Nature, Theo-
dore Howard Banks cites sevel'a.l pi;i.ssage(:I in which light imagery is 
given moral connotation by Milton. Banks states: 
The great majority of light images, however, have strong 
moral connotation; light symbolizes goodness or knowledge, 
darkness evil or ignorance. This idea, commonplace in 
itself, pervc1,des his writing, a;nd the variations he pla,.ys on 
the theme a1"e remarkable. 25 
Milton thus seemingly uses light imagery in his writings to further 
different;i.ate evil from good, and the light rays further associate 
straightnes$ and virtue. This is further illustrated in the Reason of 
Church Government, in which Milton objects to being "put from be~ 
holding the bright countenance of t:ruth •.. to come into the dim 
reflexion of hollow antiquities. 1126 · Banks notes this, and observes 
that in Milton "truth is direct, error 11eflected light. 1127 Although this 
thought is probably more simHar to· Plato's theo:ries in the allegory 
of the cave in The Re]i>µblic than to the scriptural portrayal of 
l;i.ght, the passage still illustrates the idea that light which travels 
straight to the beholder is more virtuous than that which has trav-
eled a crooked path. When Milton sp~aks of his wife in "Sonnet 
XXIII, 11 he states: 
Her face was vail 'd~ yet to my fancied sight, 
Love, sweetness, goodness, in her person shin.'d 
So clear, as in no face more delight, 2.8 
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Virt-ue shin,es 01,1:twardly fr<:>m her in his vision. Love, sweetness, and 
goodness radiate from his wife like light beams, flowing outward in 
direct, clear paths. In Of R.eformation, Milton also associates Truth 
with straightness and light, and crookedness and darkness with sin: 
''The very ef;!E;ience of Truth is plainnesse, and bright:p.esi the darknes 
and crookednesse is our own. 1129 
Thus, much as God is associated with beams of light, so is 
heaven itself, and so is God I s Truth which is dispersed sparingly to 
mankind in doses only large enough to handle. Those who do not know 
how to utilize God I s Truth are blinded by its light: 
Such is the order of Gods enlightning his Church, to dis -
pense and deal out by degrees his beam, so as our earthly 
eyes may bG:st sustain it . . . . We boast our light; but if 
we look not wisely on the Sun itself, it smites us into dark-
nes. 30 
The word of God is also refo.:i;-red to as beams of light. In arguing 
against prelacy, Milton calls it an "English dragon" and a "great 
Python" which has been "bred up" in "a mass of slime and mud" by 
the, '.'f~t bishoprics." Prelacy seems to be generated of a "slavish 
and tyrannous life" and is likely, .if allowed to live, to spread con-
tagion to the whole kingdom. However, "like that fen-born serpent" 
prelacy can be ''shot to death with the darts of the sun, the pure and 
31 powerful beams of God's word. 11 
A sunbeam was thought by Milton and other Renaissance writers 
to be impossible to defile. Milton's statement in The Doctrine and 
23 
· Discipline of Divorce, "Truth is as impossible to be soil'd by any out-
ward touch, as the Sun beam," is noted l;>y Kester Svendsen. Ac-
cording to Svendsen, Renais sauce write rs SE!em to indicate a general 
belief that a sunbeam cannot be contaminated evl:ln by a sinful man. 32 
· As Price sug~ests, AreopagitkcL incorporates light images in 
several places. The concept of Truth is blended with the i:rnages of 
the sun, light, and the blazing beacon. But light and Truth "were not 
given.merely to l;>e gazed upon (an. act which produces blindness, 
physiccLl and spiritual) but for use, 'to discover onward things' (i.e., 
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further "Truth.''). " 
Many references to light imagery can be found in vari0us works. 
In ''Sonnet IX" Milton praises the Lady for choosing the "better part" 
with Mary and Ruth and for having "growing vertues. '' ''Thy care is 
· fixt and zec1,lously attends/ 'fo fill thy odorous Lamp·with deeds of 
light," he writes, praising her goodness. 34 Again inAnimadver-
sions he associates those who do good deeds with Ught and beams of 
sunshine: 
... when as we that have liv'd so long in c;tbundant light, 
besides the sunny reflection of all the neighbouring Churches, 
have our hearts rivetted with these old opinions, and so 
obstructed and benumm'd with the same fleshly reassurings, 
. which in our forefathers eoone melted and gave way, against 
the morning beam of Reformation. 35 
The Reformation, then, seems a ll(;)W and refreshing resurgence of 
light resembling the dawn of a n.ew day. 
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Similarly, in Comus the light is an emblem of good. The Lady, lost 
in the wood, pleads for the nat'l,lral light of the stars. Comus, how-
ever, as a typical evil spirit in this respect, desires the darkening 
shadows and <;iislikes the ''telltale Sun. 11 The elde:r brother of the 
Lady also pleads for light: 
Unmtiffle ye faint Stars, and thou fair Moo?'l 
That wontst to love the travellers benizon, 
Stoop thy pale visage through an amber clo'l,ld, 
And disinherit Chaos, that raig:r.i.s here 
ln double qight of darkness, and of shades; 
Or if your influence be quite darnm 'd up 
Witli black usurping mists, som gentle tq;per 
Through a rush CaJ;1dle. from the wicker hole 
Of some clay habitation visit us 
With thy long levell'd rule of streaming light, 
And thou shalt be our 1;1tar of Arcad6, 
Of Tyrian Cynosure.(11. 331-342.). 3 
· Here c;1.gain light is a 11 levell'd rule" and flows in streams. The 
straightness is thus once more t;,mphasized. However, even as he 
asks for light, the elder brother has confidepce in the ••radiant light 11 
of the Lady's virtue to aid her in their absence (1. 374). · One without 
this virtue would be "benighted" even under the 11 midday Sun, 11 (1. 
384) whereas he who has "light within his own clear breast'' pos-
sesses sufficient light even in darkness. As light is virtue in 
general, so in 1. 425 we see a reference to the "sacred rays of 
Chasity. 11 
Broadbent sees Comus as a "divine drama, 11 that is 11 a struggle 
between good and evil, Ught and dark. 1137 The ~all of the Lady and 
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her brothers for light to guide them through the woods shows that light 
for them represent!;> "the heaven-sent token of reason and order in the 
world and in the soul. 1138 
Many instances of light imagery c;an be found in Paradise Lost. 
The devils speak of ''Heaven's purest Light," which even the blackest 
insurrection cannot darken (U, 136~137). The fallen angels find Hell 
is a dismal place of "waste and wild" where the flames emit no light 
and where doleful shades are prevalent (I, 64, 180). In contrast, 
. Heaven is the '·'R.ealm of Light" (I, 85) or "Precinct of li,.ght" (III, 88). 
Satan's follow~rs bring forth imitation light, building with gems and 
gold from the soil of Hell. Thus Sata:p. and his angels, regretting 
their lost brightness,. again show perversity by contriving imitations 
instead of following natural laws. The devils have high hopes of re-
gaining their lost status by tempting man, and Beelzebub, coac;hed 
by Satan, speaks: 
perhaps in view 
Of those bright confines,. whence with neighbouring Arms 
And opportune excursion we may chance 
R.e -enter Heav'n; or else in some milde Zone 
Dwell not unvisited of Heav'ns fair Light 
Secure, and at the brightning Orient beam 
Purge 0££ this gloom (PL, II, 394~400). 
The lack of light is one of the chief identifying characteristics of the 
fallen angels. They now know pain; they now have wounded pride; 
they now live in a "dungeo;n": but they also lament the loss of briight-
ness and light, and it seems to be a major loss. 
Satan is characterized throughout Paradise Lost by a gradual 
lessening of his brightness. In Heaven he was Lucifer, the morning 
star: in Hell he is introduced as one whose '.'form had yet not lost 
all her Original brightness" (I, 590, 591 ), a look which befits an 
' .. 'Arch Angel ruind." But his degradation has begun: 
As when the Sun new ris 'n 
Looks through the Horizontal misty Air 
Shorn of his Beams, or from behind the Moon .• 
Dark'n'd so, yet shon 
Above them all th' Arch Angel (PL, I, 594-600). 
It is significant that at this point Satan can still be compared to the 
sun. Later he brings forth much humbler comparisons. But the 
sun he resembles here is disfigured by the mists even as Satan is 
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disfigured by his sins. Being shorn of his beams, Satan is assured-
ly on his way to further deprivation. Even before the rebel angels 
are thrown from Heaven they have grown "gross" from sinning, al-
though they were "purest at first" (PL, VI, 662). The more they sin, 
the more they lose the brightness they had as angels. 
After the fall of Adam and Eve, Satan returns to Hell victorious 
in achieving his goal.· On his throne his head and ''shape" appear 
''Star-bright" or brighter, and he is "clad" with "permissive glory" 
or ,;false glittel:' 11 .(X, 452). This contrasts sharply with the view of 
Satan later, for this last burst of light and glory for Satan is short-
lived. We see Satan turn into a "monstrous Serpent on his Belly 
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prone" (X, 514), or a ''Drago1;1 grown" (X, 529). The brightness of 
' 
the Archangel has been. totally removed--Satan is distinguished 
among his fellow devil$ only in that he is larger than they as he 
leads them to the trees whose fruit turns to ashes in their mouths 
(X, 533). 
As he searches for an animal form to use in the temptation of 
Adam and Eve, Satan becomes jealous of man. Earth is much like 
Heaven, and Satc1.n,would perhaps even prefer it to, Heaven. Earth is, 
to Satan: 
Terrestrial Heav'p, danc't round by other Heav'ns 
That shine, yet bear thir bright officious Lamps, 
Light above Light, for thee alone, as seems, 
· In thee concentring all thir precious beams 
Of sacred influence (IX, 103-107). 
Though at times God might choose to appear to man and the angels 
"amidst tMck clouds and dark" (II, 264}, to. his son he can. show all 
his glory: 
On his Son with Rayes direct 
Shon full; he all his Father full expres st 
Ineffq1.bly into. his face receiv'd (VI, 719-721). 
The rays of God's glory are shone directly to his son, who alone can 
behold God I s powerful light. 
Milton hails Christ as holy Light and calls God light in his invo-
cation(III, 1-!;i), and invites the Celestial Light to shine inward, 
planting knowledge so that he can see and tell of things invisible to 
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· mortal sight (II~, 51-55). The light of God is "unapproachable," a 
''pure Ethereal Stream, 11 an "Eternal <;::oeternal Beam," a ''piercing 
Ray, 11 the "dawn. 11 God, the ''A1.,1thor of all being,"· is a ''Fountain of 
Light," (IIL 375) and in full glory is inaccessible; but even the angels 
whose l'esplendent lock13 are "inwreath'd with beams" cannot approach 
. unless they veil their eyee with their wings (III, 382). Christ him-
self repeats the. fountain of light image in' Paradise Regained: "he 
who receives/ Light from above, from the fountain of light, I No 
other doctrine needs ••. " (PR, IV, 288-290). 39 
Even the stars are influenced by the sun's power, for they are 
tui,-ned 
. By his Magnetic beam, that gently warms 
The Univers, an<;l to each inwc;l.rd part 
With gentle :penetration, though unseen, 
Shoots invisible ve:i:-tue even to the deep: 
So wondrously was set his Station bright (PL, III, 
582-587). -
The sun's rays are even thought to. generate vaJuable metals and gems 
in the earth's soH. In the garden. the sun's rays gladly "impress 'd 
his beams" (PL, IV, 150) on. the fruits and flowers that Adam and 
Eve tend. Adam explains to Eve the sun's importance to the world 
and to nations not yet in existence, and says that the sun I s potent ray 
helps all living things ''apt(;:lr to receive Perfection" (PL, Iv;, 673). 
Again,. as Adam sits in· Paradise, he sees the "mounted Sun" shoot 
down ''direct his fervid Raies, to warme Earths inmost womb" (PL, 
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V, 300). Sunbeams are useful for the angels, too. As he comes to 
warn Gabriel that Satan is on his way to Paradise, Uriel slides down 
. to earth on a sunbeam {PL,· IV, 555) and returns the same way, 
(1. 590). 
The importance of beams of light in connection. with virtue· and 
goodness is further stressed.when we are told that light is the.first 
creation of God: 
Let ther be Light, said. God, and forthwith Light 
Ethereal, first of things, quintessence pure 
Sprung from the Deep, and from her Native East 
To journie through the airie gloom began . 
God. saw the Light was good {PL, VII, 243-249). 
In Samson Agonistes, Samson refers to the creation of light, the 
40 . 
"first created Beam" (1. 83). . God's ''great Word, Let there be 
light, and light was over all" gave light for man and the· world 
which were created later. However, Samson is blindness denies him 
the privilege of perceiving illumination. 
As the presence of light (inner or outer) is beneficial and. sym-
bolizes the presence of God, so the absence of the rays of light has 
an affinity with evil. Samson'.laments that he has become inferior to 
the "vilest of man or worm" (1. 73) because his sight has been taken 
. away. Light is ''so necessary to life" it is "almost life itself" to 
Samson. He is a '.'fool" in the power of others-"'.never in his own 
power--without light. · If the body "dwells in real darkness" then: 
Thou art become (O worst imprisonment!) 
The Pungeon of thyself; thy S<;;>ul 
Imprison'd now indeed ... 
For ipwa.rd light alas 
• Puts forth no visual beam (SA, 155-..161). 
Bemoaning his darkness, Samson.h.asno "hope of d,ay"; he lives in 
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the evil of an ''Irrecoverably dark,. total ~clipse" (11. 81, 82), for he 
has not been rec;leern.ed of his sin .. 
Similarly in Pq;radise Lost the fallen Satan is compared to the· sun 
which "In dim Eclif>S d.isastrous twilight sheds I On half the Nations, 
and with fear of change/ Perplexes Monarchs" (PL, I, 597-599) . 
. Hughes notes that an eclipse of the sun was taken a~ an evil omen in 
Milton's day. Tp.is Jmage of Satan in Paradise~ was taken by 
Charles II's censor.s to be a veiled threat to the king. 41 Shakespeare 
also used the image in a eiimile for introducing the appearance of 
Richard II: 
See, see, King Richard doth himself appear, 
As doth the blushing, discontented sun 
From out the fiery portal of the east, 
When he perceives the enyious clouds are bent 
To dim his glory •.• (Richard U, III, Hi, 62.-66. )4 2 
Thus the simile signifies a connection between a doomed ruler and a 
cloud-hidden sun or an eclipse. 
In Lycidas agai11, the eclipse is equated with evil. The sea was 
calm when Lycidas drowned, but it seems that the ship was cursed 
because of its connection with an eclipse: 
It was that fatal and perfidious Bark 
Built in th 1eclipse, and rigg'd with curses dark, 
That sunk so low that sacred head of thine 
{Lycidas, 11. 100-102).43 
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Thus the building of a ship during an eclipse could be the cause of .its 
sinking, ancl there is .. an affinity between the eclipse,. the absence of 
light, and evil. 
Quite important in Milton is the preservation of schematic order, 
. a calmness which is viewed in the ''Nativity Ode" on the night of 
Christ's birth and ~gain in Lycidas and Paradise Lost. -.In. the "Nativ-
ity Ode" the poet describes the peacefulness of the night when Christ 
began ''His reign of peace on earth. " ''Peace" is sent from. Heaven 
to disperse all clouds,. and Ei,he strikes- a ''universal Peace through 
Sea and Land." Even the· waves of the ocean ar.e calm at his 
coming: 
The Winds with wonder whist, 
Smoothly the waters kist, 
Whispering new joyes to the milde Ocean, 
Who now hath quite forgot to rave, 
While birds of Calm sit brooding on the charmed wave 
("Nativity Ode", 11. 64,..68). \-
The ocean is mild and its surface is smooth. 'Fhe waves, having been 
charmed, are absent .. Thus the surface of the ocean is not broken by 
curved and wavy lines: all is ordered and calm for Christ's coming. 
The stars are still; the sun, outshone .by Christ "the greater Sun~" 
defers and withholds "his wonted. speed." Broadbent states: 
The peace and harmony and light realize, with typically 
Miltonic solidity and force,. what is an iqeate condition= 
an architectu.ral world founded in chaos, harmony metal-
lically rung ou~ of discord, tl').e gleaming an.gels vertical 
against a globe oJJight in the midst of uncomprehending 
darkness ...• 
. At Chl'ist's coming, therefore, order came to the world. His vie-
tory is aver chao.~, ap.d the diso:rder upon ear.th. 
This calmness and order brought cj.bout by Ch:dst is viewed 
again in Lycidas. The shepherds are urged to weep no mor12, for 
Lycidas was "sunk low" but is "moq.r\teq high" through "the dear 
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might of him that walk 1d the waves.'' Christ is not only able to con-
quer the waves and elude their formlessness, but is also able to 
rescue Lycidas from beneath the ''wat'ry floor." 
It is Christ who ends the discord in; Heaven. The battle between 
the fallen angels an;d the loyal angels deteriorated into confq.sion with 
the two armies uplifting :mountains and hills and hurling them at one 
another. 
horrid confusion l;i.eapt, 
Upon confusion rose: and now all Heav'n 
Had gon to wrack, with ruin overspred, 
. Had not th' Almightie Father ... foreseen 
This turp.ult, and permitted all, advis'd: 
That his great purpose he might so fulfill, 
To honour his Anointed Son aveng 'd 
· Upon his enemies (PL, VI, 668.,-676). 
So it is Christ who ends the great war as he drives the devils from 
. Heaven. The ''perve:rse Commotion" ie defeated and calrp.ed. 
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God aga,in gives powers to his son at the creation •. As Heave:i:i's gates 
open, the Abyss i~ ''e:,utra~eous, dark,. wasteful, wilde." The wh1ds 
and waves of Chaos seem to,assault Heaven~s very gates.· Ch:pist 
creates order and calm from tpj.s disorder: 
Silen~e,. ye t:roUrbl'cl.waveE!, and th,o"Q. Deep, peac;e, 
Said them th' Omnific Word, your discord. e;nd • · 
Chaos heard his voice: him all his Traine 
Follow 'd in b,:ight procession to behold 
. Cre~tion and tl,.e·wonders of his might (PL, VU, Zlq-Z23). 
' -
:from matter ''uqfc;>:rrn'd and void," earth ie created. The. ''Spirit of 
Goel" spreads his broC>ding wings u:pon the waters, and order is rnade 
from Chaol;i, c;1,sthe S?irit's ''vital warmth" penetrated the "fluid 
·· Mass.II Even before light, "the first of things," is brought into 
, being, the:r:e i$ a prevalent ''wat';ry calm'' in obed.ience to. God'a 
c~mmand: 
for as Earth, so. he the Worlc;l 
Built on ci:rcu:n:iflµ:ous Waters calme, in wide 
. Cryetallin Ocean~ i:1,;nd the loud misrule 
Of Chaos fa.rr remov 1d (PL, VII, 269-272). 
-
Smooth water sudaces, then, are usuaUy con:p.ected with goodness in 
· · Milton's in;i;;i.ge :ry. 
Schematic order pl;;i.ys a large part in Milton's poetry a:n4 prose, 
as can. be se;en i;n the examples given. Undoubtedly Milton knew 
passages in the Bible· which presented Christ as the victor over dis-
· order. Certainly there are ma.ny pa13sages deq.li:r;ig with Ood. a$ 
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light. However, Milton uses the themes in a style which is peculiar-
ly his own. The aeisofiati.ons between God and 1:i.ght, between 
straight :ranks iJ;l military formations and virtue, and between 
· calmness and God's commands make it apparent that i.n. Milton's 
writings straightness has a stroJ;lg affinity with virtu.e. The con-
verse is also tru(il, that irregular Hnes liave an affinity wi,th evil, as 
can be shown from ~ ful"the:r examinatio"n of Milton's writings. 
NOTES 
1KJV. All further references to Bible passages will be to this 
translation, and chapter and verse will be given parenthetically in 
the text .. Harris Fletcher, ''Milton's Use of Biblical Quotations," 
Journal of English.and Germanic Philology, XXVI (1927), 145-165, 
states that Milton usually used the KJV for the English translation, 
although he did use other translations such as Tremellius' Latin 
for the Old Testament, and Beza's New Testament in Latin and 
Greek and on rare occasions even the Vulgate. At times when 
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these translations did not suit him, Milton used. what was for him 
the ultimate authority for textual citations, the original Hebrew and 
Greek. For my purposes, however, the KJV seems most appropri-
ate. 
2Some ornamentation did exist, as palm trees and two-faced 
cherubim were described on the walls of the temple. However, the 
main structure of the temple seems to be chiefly made up of 
straight lines. 
3Christ hims·elf says that whosoever does not bear his own cross 
cannot be a true disciple of his (Luke 14:27). Also, Paul states '·'But 
God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the· 
world" (Galatians 6:14). 
4 
There are many other references to God. as light, including 
l John 1:5; Malachi 4:2; Revelation 22:5; Psalm 27:1; Psalm 43:3; 
Psalm 89:15; Luke 2:32; Isaiah 60:19, 20. 
5rsaiah 40:3, 4 also refer to this: "The voice of him that crieth 
in the wilderness, prepare ye the way of the Lord, make straight in 
the desert a highway for our God. Every valley shall be exalted, 
and. every mountain and hill shall be made low; and the crooked shall 
be made straight, and the rough places plain." · See also Luke 3:5; 
Lamentation 3:9. 
6c1assical allusions can also be found. Plutarch in his 
Lycurgus (XXII) gives an account of the Spartan battle formation. 
He describes the Spartans, marching to music of the Dorian mood, 
without any disorder in their ranks. Straight lines are associated 
with bravery and virtue. See Garland Ethel's discussion of 
Plutarch's influence upon Milton in "Hell's Marching Music," 
Modern :Language Quarterly, XVIII (1957), 296. 
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First reference to each poem will have volume and beginning pag~ 
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volu:m.e and page number. 
12Milton says in The Reason of Church Government Urg'd 
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of milita:ty skill was esteem'd, not by the not needing, but by the 
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13Ibid., p. 217. 
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15Ibid. , p. 255. 
16J. B. Broadbent, ''Milton's Hell," ELH, XXI {1954), 188, 
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,Ma,:i;k whai radiant state 1;1he spl'.eads 
.In circle rc;,und· her shining throne, 
Shooting h~:r,-. beams like silv~cr threds, 
Sitting like a Ooddes bright, 
· Il?. tlur ~enter of per ligl;lt (ll. 14,.;l 9). 
Also, in ''On tl:1,e .Oeath of a Fair Infant Dying of a Cough" (I, 95), 
·· Milton says of the child, "someth.ing in thy face did shir.j.e/ Above 
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CHAPTER III 
ANTIPATHY TO IRREGULAR LINES AND SHAPES 
Milton's imagery indicates an antipathy to irregular li:q.es a,nd 
shapes.· Possibly this is connected on certain levels with his 
antipathy to disorder anc;I a departure from the organization and 
order of the "simple" and "natural." In any case, the dislike of 
complicated shapes and complexity of structure does exist, as can be 
ascertained from a survey of Milton's imagery. 
Once again an examination of Biblical sources and contemporary 
analogues seem pertinent to illµstrate the pattern Milton also fol~ 
lowed. Biblical writers illustrate this antipathy to irregular lines 
and shapes -in many references to the sea and the creatures that 
live in its depths. 
Waves of the sea are frequently associated with moral evil in the 
Bible, fo11 they represent disorder and deviation, and as such are 
adversaries of Qod. 1 James 1 :6 states ''But let him ask in faith, 
nothing. wavering .. For he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea 
driven with the wind and tossed." Man is advised to have faith, not 
to waver. One who wavers,. who does not have faith, is like the 
waves of the sea, disordered and evil. 
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, Aga:i,n in Psalm 1_07:27 mc;,n without Ood are likened to waves of 
the sea: "They reel to a.nd fro, and stagger like a drunken mari, q.nd 
are cl.t their wits I end.'' · Their staggering paths are evil, like the 
waves of the se,. But God ''maketh the st<;>rm a calm, 'so that. the 
· waves thereof are still ~- •• so. he bringeth them L-ihe· men I unto 
. . . . . . . . 
. their desired haven" (vv. 29,. 30). God calms the waves, a:p,d p;ro-
vides a smooth and ordered haven for his followers in their need . 
. The·wci1,ves pf the sea in Job 38, are rderred to as ''proud waves" 
which God has stayed as he "shut µ.p the sea with doors';' (v. 8), and 
said '·'Hither s~alt thou come but no. furthe:r" (v. ll ). The. disorder 
. ofthe waves is conque:red by the Ci-eator, who set boundaries for 
the U?lruly sea·. His power is greater _than that of the evil !orces of 
the sea which fight agai:n,st order and straightness. 
Sea monsters and dragons are also associated.with evU in t;he. 
Bible, and they are generally thought of as having an outline made up 
, of many curved and wavy lines. Isaiah 27:1 represents leviathari. and 
the dragon as adversaries of the Lord, who,will punish them: llin 
that day the Lord with his sore,, and great and strong sword shall 
punish leviathan the pi,ercing serpent, even leviathan., the crooked 
serpent; iil,nd he shall sla.y the d:ragon that is in the sea." Leviathan, 
a "crooked serpent,'' will be punished by God for his evil. and the 
dragon i:r;:i. the sea will be slain. The curved and wavy, lines in the 
outline of the form of leviathan and. the dragon a.re thus a pc1.rt of 
evil. 
Ezekiel relates God's c0:rp.m,and to tell his people: 
Thus s~ith the Lord God; Behold,. I a.m against thee.- Pharaoh 
· king of Egypt, the great dragon that Uest in the mid$t of 
his river.s, w};lich hath s.,tid, My river is .mine own, and I 
have made it for myself •. · But I will p-µt hook Ii> in thy ja-w s, 
· a:p.c;l I will ca.use the fish of thy rivers to stick unto thy 
scales, and I will b:ri:ng thee up oQ.t of the midst of rivers, 
. and ,;a.ll the fish of thy l'ivers shall sti~k unto thy scales 
(Ezekiel 29:3, 4), · · 
~l 
Th~ d;ragon, here symbolizi:n.g Egypt, is the enemy of the Lord~· God 
threij.tens to. th:row him into the wilder:t\l.ess, and p\lt hooks into his 
jaws. The passage· refers to the scales of the i;lragon,. which in-
. '. . . ., 
dica.te an, outiine of curved lines of the monste:r, siroilar to that o'f 
a c:rococ;l:l.le or fish'..·• Crooked and irregular lines are again a part of 
evil. 
· Revelation 2.Q relates the dragon to Satan: 1'And he [ the ap.geL/ 
laid hold on the dragon, ·that old serpent, which is the Devil, a.n.d 
Satan, and bound him ·a thousand years" (v. 2.). The association is 
clear: the Evil One hims.elf is represented as a dragon an.<:1. a ser-
. . ., 
pent in op-position. to God. A.gain in Revelation· 12- Satan is .referred 
. to as "the g;t'eat dragon" who, w;as cast out of heaven. · The dragon is 
described as "having seven head a and .ten horns•: a:n.d seven crowns 
upcm his heads'' (v. 3). Thus the shape of the d;ragon. co-uld be con-
side;red.ir:regular. · Again,we can ~ssociate the ir:regular shape 
· with evil, for the seven .. headed dragon. stands before a ''woman 
clothecl witjl the sun'' and is ready to devour her child. 2 
· In the Bible also, God advises his children to make strai&ht r · · 
paths, 11-ot dev~ating from truth and faith. Crooked ways are un-
desirable for Christians; ordered anc;l direct paths are advocated. 
Men without God follow crooked paths; they turn {rom God's ways. 
God threatens to punish these: "As for such as turn aside unto their 
crooked ways, the Lord sh,9-ll lead them forth with the workers of 
iniquity" (Psalm 125:5). 
Another indication of the undesirability of ci,ooked lines is 
found in Luke 3:5: "~very valley shall be filled, and every moun-. 
tain and bill shall be brought low; and the crooked shall be made 
straigl:;i.t, and the rough way!;! shall be made smooth." .For Christ's 
coming the crooked shall be straightened, and the rough made 
smooth. Even the mou:µtains and valleys shall be brou,ght level, in 
universal conformity to straightness and goopness at his coming. 
Similar to the Bible,· Milton and his contemporaries c;1.t times 
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use imagery compqsed of irregular lines and shapes in association 
with. evil. In sea image;ry, the waters of the sea do not possess a 
regular shape, but mu.st be confined by the shores. Milton, and in 
some cases his contemporaries I do not generally portray the surface 
of the sea as smooth and calm, unless commanded so by Gocl. Rath-
er they portray the sea's surface as broken by many powerful w;;i.ves 
and crests which are tossed and driven by the wind. The unruly 
waves, the. antithesis of order and straightness, are forces adverse 
to goodness. Giles Fletcher, in Christs Triumph After Death, 
writes: 
And if great tq.ings by smalle'.I;' may be ghuest 1 
So, in the mid' st of Neptune s ang rie tide, 
Our-Britain Island, like the weedie nest 
Of true Halc;:yon, on the waves doth ride 
And sayling softly, skornes the waters pride: 
While all the rei,t, drown'd on the c.ontinent, 
AQ.d tost in bloodie waves, their wounds lament, 
And stand, to see our peace, as struck with woonderment 
(IV, 161-168). 3 
Neptune's tide is "angrie" and the waves are bh>ody, symbolizip.g 
religious and political strife which drowns the countries on the con ... 
tinent. The waves a.re diso:i:-dered and create a rough surface I and 
do considerable evil to mcil-n. 
Phineas Fletcher's description of Sin and Hell i;n The Apollyon-
43 
ists may have given Milton some suggestions fo:r the infernal scenes 
. 4 
of Paraqise Lost. Sin, the porter to the infernal gate, is 
A shapelesse shape, a foule deformed thing, 
Nor nothing, nor a substance: as those thin 
And empty fo.rmes which th:rough the ayer fling 
Their wand ring shapes, at length they'r fastned in 
The Chrystal! sight (11. 83-87). 
To those approac;hing her, she appears beautiful, but her beauty i!;l 
mere deception. Thus to tho$(:) who can see 4er true nature she is· 
"crawling carriop." Her shape, formless and opposed to order, con .. 
notes evil. 
In a poem titled ''Quickness," Henry Vaughan speaks of false 
life as a ''foul deception of all men" which curtails tJ;uth. Vaughan 
metaphoric;ally <;:ompares this evil, false life to "a dark c;:;o;µtest of 
6 
waves and winde," a "meer tempestuous debate." · Thus i11- this 
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poem the waves I wind and stormy elements are associated with evil. 
On the other hand, life itsEllf--not false life--is a "knowing Joy," a 
'~it '·/t'\ \ t 
"discerning light, 1·' which is ''ever bright," "calm and full'' (l1. 11, 
12). Thus here or<;ler, calmnesa, and light are desirable and good. 
Milton's ima~es associ,;1.ting curved lines with evil seem to re-
cur more frequently than his images connecting straight lines with 
goodness. In Paradise l,.iost, for example, Pandemonium, Satan's 
~ . 
castle in Hell, is described by Milton as being: 
Built like a Temple, where Pilasters round 
Were set, and I?oric pillars overlaid 
With Golden Architrave; nor did tp.ere want 
Cornice or Freze, with bossy Sculptures grav•n; 
The Roof was fretted Gold. Not Babilon, 
Nor great Alcairo such magnificence 
Equal 'd in all thir glories, to insq.rine 
Belus or Serapis thir Gods, or seat 
Thir Kings, when Egypt with As syrfa strove 
In wealth and luxurie·.(PL, I, 713.,.722). 
. .....,__,.. 
The castle q£ the h.llen.; angels is ornate, and its lines are compli~ 
cated and <;:omplex. Broadbent calls Pande:rnonium "artificial, 
temporary, illusory" and a :monument "to the devils' folly and bar-
7 
barity." The oriental similei;; as used by Milton in this passage 
give the effect that the devil's palcic:e is "a primitive, over-decorated, 
8 
vulgar place, the home of cruel and heathen despotism." The 
architecture of the buiklil:ig, artificial and over-decorated, would 
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suggest its being made up of a complexity of curved lines, forsaking 
the simple a:q.d straight for the ornate and rich. 
Smith eqµatea the rich, complicated lines of the structure with 
those of St . Peter's, which Milton sur~ly saw on his visit to Rome. 
Smith cites a contemporary of Milton'$, John Evelyn, who wrc;,te in 
his diary about St. Pl;lte r's: 
On th,e battlements of the Chµrch ... you would imagine 
yoµrself in a town, so many are the cupolas, pinJ;lacles, 
t · •tt' . 9 owe rs, Ju 1ngs • • • • 
· The complicated architectural lines of St. Peter's are reminiscent qf 
Satan's vision of Rome in' Paradise Regained. In tempting, Christ, 
Satan focuses on the 1iimperial Palace": 
compass huge, a:qd high 
The Structure, skill of noblest Architects, 
Witp. gilded battlements, conspic::-uous far, 
T-urrets and Terrases, and glittering Spires .... 
Outside and inside both, pillars and roofs 
• Carv'd work, the hand of fam 'd Artificers 
In cedar, Marble, Ivory or Gold (PR, IV, 51-60). 
The structure,. with its ''carv'd work," is ornate and overdone, and 
seems tasteless. · Christ makes clear that the vision does not appeal 
to him, for he replies unmoved.: 
Nor doth this grandeur and majestic show 
Of luxury, though call 'd magnificence, 
More then of arms before, allure mine eye 
(PR, IV, 110-112). 
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The structure is only called magnificent by Satan .. · For Christ it is 
not so. Thus· Milton deprecates the complex lines of the palace in· 
the temptation. 
In the seventeenth century also this desire for ornateness ap-
pears, and Milton again condemns it .. In The Rec1son of Church 
Government,· Milton criticizes the ornateness of the churches: "what 
an excessive wast of Treasury hath beene •.. in the Idolatrous 
erection of Temples beautified exquisitely to out-vie the Papists, 
the costly and deare-bought Scandals,. and en.ares of Images,· Pic-
tures, rich Coaps,. gorgeous Altar-Clothes .... 1110 · Milton con-
nects the money spent on decoration of the Temple and ornamentation 
with idolaters.. The values of these people are seemingly distorted--
it is much bette;r to have simplicity and to dispense with some or all 
of the costly trappings the Church is collecting. Those in the Church 
also 
began to draw downe all the Devine intercours, betwixt 
God, and the Soule, yea,. the very shape of God himselfe, 
into an exterior, and bodily forme, urgently pretending a 
necessity, and obligement of joyning the body in a formall 
reverence, and worship circumscrib'd, they hallowed.it, 
they fumed it, they sprincl 'd it,· they be 'de.ck.!t it, .,.not.in 
. robes of pure innocency, but of pure Linnen,. with other 
deformed and. fantastick dresses in·Palls, and Miters, 
gold,. fetcht from Arons old wardrobe, or the Flamins 
vestry •.. -.11 
They again place a value on.the ornate; the "be deck't. 11 · Thus lack 
of simplicity, being "deformed" in this case, and.lacking in' 
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innocence, can be assoc;:iateol again,with the evil of those who empll.a-
size the mat~:ri~l rather than th~ spiritual. 
As complicated structl,lre is present on buUdings or ornamenta ... 
tion on statues asso~iated with evil1 so a winding pathway which 
could misl~ad a traveller is ah;o to be condemned. Thu.s a laby-
. rinth~. maze, or crooked path would be dangerous and should be 
. · .· . · . 12 
· avoided. George He:rbe:rt, in ''The Pearl," calls the ways of the 
world "labyrinthsll through-which Gqc;l leads him on the path to hea .. 
ven. As it is used here, the. te.rm .. ' 'labyrinths" implies crooked 
' ' I ' ' ' 
paths of th~ wo:rld t'rom.which: me:p. must b_e e:l(:tricated i,n order to 
· achieve i;alvation. Jn Milton's '·'A Ma,sk," the Lady_ attriQutes her 
diffi~ultiei;; l)artly to a iaby;rint];i. She i~ lost in the fo;1:e1;1t, but be-. 
gins th~ search for her brothe.rs: 
yet where els 
Shall I .in!orm my -unacquainted feet 
In the blind mazes of this tangl'd Wood 
(U. 178·180). 
This-forest maze isto blame for the Lady's difficulty, as she tells 
Comus: 
Comus: · What chance good Lady hath bereft yo\l. thus? 
Lady: .Oirp darknes, an:d this lea vie Labyrinth. 
(11. 276, 277) • 
. A la"byrint4 or maze· whic:::\l w_ould lead the lady astray is obviou$ly 
evil. Since labyrinths and mazes-imply irregular, winding lines_, 
the example is anoth~r instance where irregular .. 1ines and evil coin- . 
. . . 
cide. Broadbent notes that Milton's wild wooc:l "gives place ip. the 
. ' . . . 
last scep.e to 'I,,udlow Town and the Presiden,t$ Castle' that suggest 
an unthinking pr_eference !or -institutions, government, la~, over 
the wild wood." 13 · Thus Br~adbent sees a conne¢tion between. the 
mazes of the wild fprest and disorder,· which Milto:p. disliked . 
. Ch:dst must si:mJla.rly find hj,E, way in a pathless wilderness in · 
'Parad_ise l\esai_ned. The temptations of Satc;tn ta~e place in this 
wilderness, whic.h· Milton refers to. as .a pathles1:1 Desert, dark wi,th 
· horrid ~hades (l,. 193, i96;. lI, 241). · Chdst, after forty days of 
fasting, says 
. . 
. . . 
Where will this erid? four time~ ten days l have pass 'd, · 
Wand'.ring. thh woody maze, and human food 
.. Nor tasted, nor had appetite (PR, U, 245-2.47). 
. ·----. 
Similarly, dense foi-ests·· are mentioned. in "The Nativity Ode" as the 
home of s0rne of the pagan gods which are routed by Christ's comtng. 
These gods lament their displaceme:nt from "haunted spring and dale I 
Edg'd with poplar pa.le." · The nymphs,. who have their hair woven 
with flowers, ~ou,rr:i: Ch:det's birth in "twilight shade of tangled 
thickets. i, • The sun's rising sends the "yellow-skh:ted.Faylil'' awa,y 
from tp.eir "Moon .. 1Qv 1d rp.aze." · These. l}ymphs, unlike the fairies 
in Shakespeare 1s Midsµm:m~r Night's Dream, are evil •. They are 
classJ!ied with thtl false god,s who mourn, Christ's c<;>ming. 
Of course, .there are some references to. mazes and labyrinths 
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which are not as apparently connected with evil, but it doecS not. seem 
that Milton tf>nnect~ them witp virtue. In' Paradise.~ the angels 
dance in ''mazes i~tricate," b1.1t Milton explains that this ''eccentric, 
intervolv'd" pattern is :regular by' PtolE!lmaic heavenly standards. rt 
is our earthly limitations,. evidently, which prohibit our percepti.on 
of the harmony involved. To us, the pattern is a maze-- to the 
a:g.gels it would riot be. 
These symbolic mazes can also show the evil of invisible mazes 
in re~soning. Milto;n seems to appreciate straight-forward req1.sc~m ... 
ing anq he compares inconclusive thinking to being lost in a rn;;tze. 
In Hell the fallen angels occupy themselves while Satan makes his 
way to the Ga.rden ~f .'g:dep.: 
Others apart sat on a Hill retir'd, 
In thoughts mc;>re elevate, a.nd reason 'd high 
Of Providence, Foreknowledge, Will, and, Fate 
Fixt Fq.te, free will, foreknowledg abirnlute, 
And found no end, in wc!l.ndring mazes lost 
.(PL, II,. 557-561). 
-
The devils argue about good and evil, about hal)piness and :misery--
but their minds are lost in a maze: they can reach nothing but "vain 
wisdom" and "false Philosophie, IJ 
Adam fares somewhc1-t better. Though he first avoids the issue 
of his own gl.lilt in the FaU, hts evasions and reasonings finally lead 
"though through Mazes" to his own conviction, "first and last/ On 
. mee, rnee onely a:;; the source and spring/ Of c;1.ll corruption'' (J?L, 
. . ~
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X, 831-833). God later ahows Adam that he is not to bear all the 
blame,. so the thought~ led through a maze also here somewhat miss 
the truth. 
Actually one sl\ould co;rne to the truth as directly as possible, 
using no evasions and figurative "straying from the pa.th," fo:r as 
Milton states in Animfl,dversio:ris,. 
Onely \£ it bee ask't why thiei close and succinct rnallner of 
coping witµ the Adve;rsa:ry wc;l.s rather chosen; this was the 
reason,. chiefly that the ingenuous Reader without further 
·· amusing hirnselfe in t}le labyrinth of Contrqve rs all 
antiquity, may come the speediest way to see truth vtn- · 
· • dicated ;a.nq Sophietry taken short at the first bound; l4 
Even as God's children should follow straight paths, so the reade l' qr 
thinker. should follow etraight pc3iths of reasoning to the truth,: La.by-
· rinths· are made tip of irregtilar lines and lead one l;l,stray. 
The schematic conecious;ness of Milton seems to extend to a:p. 
awareness o! com.plicated lines on the human form. In Lycidas 
Milton mentions the tangles of Neaera's hair: 
Were it not. better done as others uae, 
To sport with Amaryllis in the shade, 
Or wit};). the tangles of Neaera's hair? 
Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise 
to scorn delights •.. (U. 67-72). · 
Sl.ich tangled hair would consist of complicated, irregular·lines. A 
"clea:r spirit" rises above the temptatic;ms of the com;m.on man to 
"spo;rt" ill the shade with the tangles 0£ hair. J;)esire for.fame r~ises 
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one above surrender to such delights. In ''Sonnet IV, to Diodati, '' en-
tangling tresses are also to be avoided: 
I, who have alwayEi! shown contempt for Love and have been 
wont to ridicule his wiles,· have fallen intc;> that trap which 
ensnareth on occasion the best of men. Not golden tresses 
nor rosy cheeks have thus dazzled my eyes, but rather a 
fascinating Beauty exemplifying an Idea unknown •. , . 15 
Tresses· are· an "ensnaring" weapon which could tl'ap a man, although 
they did not in.this case. ''Pancing tresses" are after all "golden 
nets." which the "Pri:nce of trickster$," Cupid, can use as a wea·'."' 
16 
pon. · · .If one gets ensnared in such curls and tangles he will be 
taken from higher purposes. 
In :Paradise Lost before. the Fall, Eve has flowing gold "loose 
__,..,..,.. 
tresses" {IV,. 496). Eve's hair is long, and is waved into ri:nglets, 
like a ''Vine Ctlrls her tendrils, which b;npli 'd/ Subjection'' {PL, IV, 
307, 308). Her tresses i:lre unadorned, thus no complicated line$ of 
ornate decorations exist, but her locks are "dishevell1d." After 
the Fall, her tresses are 1,1a1l disorder'd" {PL, X, 911). Eve's 
___,.... 
natural curls do not seem evil; but they do imply subjectio:n. Her 
disprdered locks 1;1.ftel' the Fall cou,ld possibly indicate more com .. 
plex lines than "cilis}levell'd," but at least "disordered tresses" 
fits in with the general disorder which occurs in Eden after the 
Fall {X, 705). Thus the wearing qf these tangling tresses applies 
· spe~ifically to those who artificially induce emch curls into their 
hair, fo.r although Samson has·long f19vving hair, his "sunny looks" 
·. : '· . 
are a gi.ft f;rom God, i:l.:,;id a.;re symbolic of "the laws waving and 
. . .. 
curling about his god ... like shoulders, II His "puissant hai.t" sig- . 
. . . 
. . . . . 
nifies · ''the golden beames .of Law and Right.'' 17 · Thus,. although 
hur:p.anly induced complications· are frequently po;rtrayed as· evi!, it 
seems tj:lat God .. made curvatures; such as naturally curly hair, 
are not. 
Other passages relating to the human body can-also be used to 
exemplify Milton'~ aritipaty.y: to irregular-lines and shapes. In 
· Book X of Paradise· Lost, .Adam calls Eve a "fair defect," for she 
. .__,... 
was made f:rom 
a JHb 
Crooked by nature, .bent, as now appears., 
More to the pa.rt sip.ister from me drawn 
· (PL, X, 885 ... 887); 
As Hughes observes, 'Ad.a]1ll at this point is reflecting anti.feminist 
traditional lore which state1;1 that Eve was made from a crooked 
rib from Adam•s·left side. Woman, being m:ade from a bent rib, is 
therefore an ''imperfect animal--she always deceives. 111 8 Crooked .. 
ne s s indicates a flaw, an impe rfe ctio;n. 
A survey of Milton's concepts of nature and the universe see;m.s 
tQ indicate that the antipathy to ir:regu1ar lines exists also in the 
images concerned with these areas. _Hell contains a hill "wl).ose 
griesly top/ Belch'd fire and rowli:p.g smoak'' (PL, I, 670, 671). 
sz 
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This hill contains gold to which the devils, leo by Mammon, hasten 
with- ''wing'd Sfeed. '' · Milton states that Mammon was ''the lea,st 
erected Spirit that !ell/ From heavin" (11. 680, 681) for he coveted 
the gold o:n. Heaven's streetE!~ Thus the hill is the object of the lµst 
and greed possessed by the followers of Mam~o:p., and symbolizes 
evil. _ The curved and rqgged outline of the hill with its "griesly top" 
and volcanic eruptions conveys an impression of organic disorder 
-and implicit evi.1. 
One element of natur.e that re~eives muc:h. attent\on froni Milton 
is the sea~ Although the sea itself is generally portrayed as evil 
by Milto:ri, as shown earUer,calmness and order of the sea and the 
elements ~re·as_sociate1;:lwHh goodness. A further·e:x:aminatic;m. of 
Milton'ei' sea imagery illustrates that even as a calm surface Q:Q. the 
sea, one quieted by Ch:t;ist, is- good, so a sea broken by waves or 
unconfined by shores is harmful and evil to man. 
Milton's -imagery of seas broken by waves resembles that of the 
·. Bible in its symbolizing of evil by use of curved and wavy lines. Ac-
cordi:n.g to Broadbent, Milton's use of "maritime imagery for ba.d 
subjec;:ts" was t:i:-aditional, especially from the Bible, 1;1ince the· Jews, 
· as· opposed to the· Phoenicians of Tyre and Sidon,- were landsmen. 
Accordinijly, Milton's frequent m:1e qf sea imagery represents his 
· ''hor_ror of the litni1lless and unr.pana.geable ..... qf, we should say these 
d th . ..19 ays, e unconscious. · 
Milton's awareness of the Bil;>lical portrayal of seas as evil c::an 
be eeen in his paraphrasee of a number of the Pealms .. In "'Psalm 
LXXXVIII," for e~ample, God's wrath i,s likened to the seas, for 
the Psalmist states: 
Thy fierce·wrath ove:r me doth flow 
Thy threatnings cut me through. 
All day they round ci!.bout me go 
Like waves they me persue.(ll. 6~ .. 68), ZO 
The waves are too strong for the ;Psalmist to bea.r, for he cries 
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''Thou breaks 1t upon m.e all thy waves, I J\n9 all thy waves break. me" 
.(U. 31, 32). ShC!>reUnes restrain the formless sea from harmip.g 
man, but God can aho banish the sea when desired, as Milton's 
paraphrase of Psalm 114 indicatee. The descenda;nts of Ab;raham 
are led by "the strength (!)f the Almighty's :);land" out of captivity to 
Canaan; and at the Red Sea, Israel is shown more of "Jehov1;1,h's 
wonde ;r1:;1." · The people· saw: 
..•. the .. troubled Sea, T""which I shivering fled, 
l\nd sought to. hiqe hi,s froth be curled head 
Low in the earth . • . ( "A Paraphrase on Psalm 
CXIV," 11. 7-9). 
Waves of the "tro'l;lbled'' sea are portrayed as "froth-becurled," and 
rep re sent a complicated surface on the changeable 1;1eas. 
In Paradise Lost MUton; again refers to the Red Sea and the 
passage·9f the lsraelites through it as on dry iand .. · Michael 
tells Adam the future of the·world after the FaU. Pharaoh, the 
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"River-dragon," finally lets the "sojourners" depart, but he regrets 
his decision and pursues them. The "Sea swallows him with his 
· Host, 11 but lets the Israelites "pass as on drie land between two 
christalwalls" (PL, XII, 195-197). Notably, when controlled for 
the purpose of saving God's people, the sea here is not described as 
full of waves and froth. Rather it has the appearance of a smooth 
cry~tal.walL The sea, for Pharoah,. once again becomes a de-
structive force, and the ''walls" are transformed into waves in the 
description: 
Moses once more his potent Rod extends 
Over the Sea; the Sea his Rod obeys; 
On thir ·imbattelld ranks the Waves return, 
And overwhelm thir Warr (PL, XII, 
211-214). -
Because of God's power, the sea did not represent an evil threat for 
the chosen people. Milt~n again refers to God's power over the 
seas- ... the Red Sea in particular--in his paraphrase of Psalm 136 .. 
The.Psalm speaks in praise of God's power and reveals that "the 
ruddy waves he cleft in twain/ Of the Erythraean main" (11. 35, 36). 
The "flouds stood still like Walls of Glass" while the Hebrew bands 
passed through (11. 38, 39). The·waves were used as a destructive 
force, however, for Pharaoh (the "Tawny king") and his army, for 
the sea ';i!evoured" them. 
The early paraphrases can be connected to a metaphorical use 
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of the evil of the Red Sea latei;-·in· Milton's writings. In· Animadver ... 
sione those who.create a schism in the church (those of the views of 
the prelates) are identified.with Pharaoh's iirmy. Those of Milton's 
· views, the saints, are comparable to the: Israelites. Milton tI?usts 
· God to bring peace to these.factions eventually, but only after de-· 
structio:n, of the prelatists: 
When thou hast settl 'd peace in the Church, and righteous 
judge.m~nt in the J{ingdome, then shall all thy Saints ad .. 
<h·esse their voyces. of joy, and triumph to th~e, standing 
on t:tie shore of that Red Seq.- into which our enemies had 
almost driven us. 21 
Thus again the:r:e is a victory over the .Red Sea..--a detiverance for 
·God's children from perishing in its waters. The prelatists, how-
ever, like Pharaoh's artny,. will be destroyed by the waves.· 
Of course the_ portrayal of the seas as evil is II1.uch broader·in 
Milton's writings than references to one-sea in particular. In 
· Paradise· Regained Satan's temptation of Christ is likened to·waves 
beating against a rock: 
As a swarm. of flies in vintage time 
About the·wine-press where sweet moust is pour'd 
Beat off, returns as oft with humming sound; 
Or surging waves against a solid rock, 
Though all toshivers·dash't, the-assault renew, 
Vain battry, cii-nd in froth or bubbles end, 
So Satan, whom repuhie upon repulse 
· Met eve:r; and to shameful silence brought, 
Yet gives not o'rethough desperate of sqccess, 
And his· vain iinportwiity pursues· (PR, .rv, 15 ... 2,4). 
. ·~ 
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The waves of the sea rage in disorder and chaos against the imposed 
restraints of rocks on the shore, becoming bubbles and froth. When 
associated with Satan in the simile, their impotence be comes evi-
dent. Hughes believes that this passage is one which reveal~ the 
whole essence of Milton's poem, for it symbolizes the triumph of 
truth over falsehood. Hughes thinks that Milton may have been in-
fluenced by Malory's symbols of evil and he uses· the·waves -splash-
ing against the rock to symbolize Satan's falsehood encountering 
Christ 1s truth: 
The poet and Platonist was attracted by Malory's em-
bodiment of the deceptive mystery of iniquity in his 
fiends, while the designer of a poem that was itself to be 
a symbol of the triumph of truth over falsehood saw the 
essence of his work in the defeat of Antaeus and the 
Sphinx, and in the repulse of the waves by the rock. 22 
Therefore in Hughes' estimation the falsehoods of Satan are embodied 
in the waves which splash ineffectually against the rock. It is not 
difficult to visualize the irregular li.nes of the surging, splintered 
waves striking the rock. 
Lycidas also portrays the sea as evil, for the sounding seas in 
which Lycidas was drowned bear him perhaps to the "bottom of the 
monstrous world. 11 · Although the waves were calm at the time of his 
death and it seems· that the "fatal and perfidious Bark11 is the re fore 
responsible, Lycidas is still born away by the ''whelming tide," 
perhaps even to the ''monstrous world. 11 Thus the sea is still 
considered an agent in the death of the poet, since he_ has sunk "be-
neath the watry floar" (1. 167). A smooth surface on the sea may 
not be as evil as one broken by waves, but the sea is still formless 
matte.r whi~h can be treacherous to man and controlled only by God. 
Thus, "through the dear ,might of him that walk'd the waves," he 
who was "sunk low" is "mounted high,11 and becomes guardian for 
others that "wander in that perilous flood" (1. l 85 ). Christ is again 
mightier than the seas; he raises Lycidas from their evil power,, 
Lycidas can thus assist others who venture upon the evil or 
23 
"perilous" seas. 
Milton also uses sea imagery in Samson Agonistes. Carey 
notes that in both Lycidas and Samson Agonistes salt water is por-
trayed as being "chaotic and destructive." In Lycidas, states 
Carey, the last traces of salt water are "wiped away as 1tears 1 " 
(1. 14). 24 Samson is unable to combat the sea's powers, for, he 
admits with shame: 
I •.. like a foolish Pilot have shipwrack't 
My Vessel trusted to me from above, 
Gloriously rigg'd; and for a word, a tear, 
Fool, have divulg 'd the secret gift of God 
To a deceitful Woman · (SA, 198-202). 
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Carey comments upon the pas sage, indicating that Dalila I s relation-
ship with the sea makes her a dangerous threat to Samson: 
It is bitterly ironic that a 'tear' of Dalila's--so small a 
quantity of salt water--should have been enough to·wreck 
Samson's glorious vessel, and the irony lends her later 
tears, to which both she and the Chorus draw Samson's 
attention, a dangerous potency. 25 
In the ship-simile passage Dalila is further connected .with the sea. 
She is "bedeckt, ornate, and gay," like a stately ship with "all her 
bravery on, tackle trim, sails fill'd, and streamers waving. 11 The 
Chorus asks at her entrance: "But who is this, what thing of Sea or 
Land"? This description, together with the phrase "gloriously 
ri~g'd" indicates the ornateness and lack of simple lines in Dalila's 
make-up. The connection with the sea, like the Philistines who 
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worship Dagon the "Sea-Idol, 11 re-inforces the image of evil to Sam-
son. 
In Paradise Lost Satan awakes in Hell and finds himself in a 
burning lake. The fires which engulf him and his followers re-
semble waves, and the fallen angels are forced to lift their heads 
up to keep above these waves. Satan is able.to leave the burning 
lake: 
Forthwith upright he rears from off the Pool 
. His mighty Stature; on each hand the flames 
· Drivn backward slope thir pointing spires, and rowld 
In billows, leave i' th 1 midst a horrid Vale .. (PL, I, 
221-224). 
The fiery waves resemble a sea, rolling back in billows as Satan 
arises. It can be noted also that these "waves" of flames possess 
a "pointing spire," which indicates irregular lines. The setting 
is especially fitting for the evil one and his followers. Z6 
Notably, on his journey to Earth Satan also sees a "bright Sea/ 
Of Jasper, or of liquid Pearle" beneath the stairs to Heaven (III, 
518, 519). However, this sea is quite different from the image of 
dark, fearful waters portrayed as evil throughout Milton. The 
waves are absent--a bright sea of liquid Pearl gives the impression 
of a smooth surface abounding in Hght. 
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Adam sees the oceans as the destructive force of his descen-
dants when, in Book XI, Michael gives a vision of the future of man-
kind. In the vision, men have grown evil and have turned to the 
evils of luxury, feast, dance, adultery, and civil disorders. To 
destroy them, God sends the rain, changing the earth to a vast sea 
from which only those on Noah's ark can be saved. The ark "rode 
tilting o're the Waves," but "all dwellings else" are ''Flood over-
whelmd. '' All their pomp is covered by the rolling waves, until 
"Sea cover'd Sea, Sea without shoar" and sea-monsters "whelp'd 
and stabl'd" in the palaces where luxury had reigned before. Thus 
the flood with its waves and formlessness unrestrained by shores 
is here a destructive weapon used to rid the earth of Adam's evil 
sons and daughters. Yet although controllable by God, the sea 
maintains its evil and uncontrollable force for man---Noah must be 
protected from i.t by his ark. Certainly it is a power which man 
might fear, for as the ark lands on a mountain top, "With clamor 
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thence the rapid Currents drive/ Towards the retreating Sea thir 
furious tyde" (XI, 853, 854). God promises, however; to never 
again "let the Sea surpass his bounds" (1. 893) to destroy the world. 
God can control the sea, but man cannot, and this inability makes 
the oceans a threat to mankind. 
An allegorical treatment of waves and seas is given in Paradise 
Lost, when, after Adam's sin, he begins to see the effects of evil 
upon the world. Now fallen from his former glory, he sees animals 
become hostile, he sees Discord arising, and his conscience flings 
him into a "troubl'd Sea of passion." Hiding in gloomiest shade, 
Adam can see the growing miseries about him, but feels worse 
within. Hughes compares Adam at this point to Isaiah 66:20, which 
states: "The wicked are like the troubled sea when it cannot rest. 1127 
As shown earlier, at Christ's birth the sea is remarkably absent 
of waves: 
But peacefull was the night 
Wherein the Prince of light 
His raign of peace upon the earth began: 
The Winds with wonder whist 
Smoothly the waters kist 
Whispering new joyes to the milde Ocean, 
Who now hath quite forgot to rave, 
While Birds of Calm sit brooding on the charmed wave 
("Nativity Ode," 11. 61-68). 
Waves generally defy order and control; they can rage or "rave" 
without constraint, for against them man is helpless. · But Christ 
can control them; he can resist their disordered power. When he is 
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born, peace exists everywhere in the world--supposedly no wars are 
being fought between the nations. This calm of the waves· is also 
important schematically. The wind, frequently portrayed as evil in 
Milton, raises no ripples; the water is so smooth that "Birds of 
Calm" can, nest. Certainly the smooth surface of the ocean plays a 
large·part in the schematic triumph of Christ over the forces of evil. 
Broadbent sees· Christ's coming as a specifically ''Miltonic victory, 
not of transformation, or of love over law, but of arrangement: a 
schematic conquest, 1128 for "the shame, awe and obedience of F .·: · 
Nature, wind and water, stars, and the legendary calm of the hal-
cyons, are unusually submissive responses to the event. 1129 
Christ again calms troubled "seas" when in Book VII of Para-
di~e Lost he sends back the unruly waves of Chaos to create the 
world. As Chambers notes, the Sea of Chaos contains no ''wate·:r.•t.:.-; 
it is "unmistakably pre-elemental," for it is comprised of sea,. 
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shore, air, and fire mixed confusedly. · But Chambers notes too 
that Milton "o'ersteps the bounds of literal truth to render palpable 
and sensible that which 'surmounts the human. sense. 1 1131 Even 
though Chaos is not a sea comprised of salt water, its characteris-
tics are that of a sea. The noise, waves, and disorder are all 
symptomatic of more familiar bodies of water. In Chaos, disorder 
reigns, as in a sea, before the creation: 
from the shore 
They view 'd the vast ·immeasurable Abyss 
·, 
Outrageoua as a Sea, dark, wasteful, wild, 
Up from the bottom turn 'd by furious winde s 
And surging waves, as Mountains to assault 
Heav'ns highth (PL, VII, 210-215). 
Christ and the angels stand on a "shore" to view the waves which 
assault heaven. The seas of Chaos and disorder are synonomO\lS I 
and the calming of these troubled eeas is another form. 9£ the same 
conquest of disorder as Christ's birth in "The Nativity Ode.'' 
· The wate :rs are commandecl to be calm: 
Silence, ye troubl'd wave1:1, and thou Deep, peace, 
Said the:n. th I Omnific Word, your discord end 
(VII, 216-217). 
Chaos hears and obeys, acknowledging the Creator even as Osiris, 
Baalim, and the other gods are routed by Christ's arrival on earth. 
Even the "brooding wings II of the Spirit of God call to mind the 
"Birds of Calm" which sit brooding on charmed waves in ''The 
Nativity Ode, 11 for after setting the boundaries of the world: 
on the watrie calme 
His brooding wings the Spirit of God outspred, 
And vital vertue infus'd, aJ;1d vital warmth 
Throughout the fluid Mass (~, VII, 234-237). 
Wh~n Satan travels through the waves of Chaos on his way to earth 
in·Book II, he has an easier journey when he nears the walls of 
Heaven. There is less of a hostile din, less of a tumu.lt. He can 
with ease ''waft on the calmer wave" as he enters the realm of light 
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(11. 1040-1042). 
This journey opens the way for Sin and Death to. bridge Chaos, 
following Satan's path. The two allegorical figures parody the crea-
tion and calming of the troubled seas·when in Book X they make their 
way to Earth after the Fall. They "hover" upon the waters and are 
"tost up and down" as in a raging sea (11. 284,. 287). Instead of vital 
warmth, however, "they infuse cold and petrifaction" into the seas. 
But notably the sea is ·so uncontrollable and limitless that Sin.and 
Death cannot conquer ·it; instead they build an arched bridge over it, 
winning an artificial conquest. But the sea of Chaos wars against 
their passageway 11.withmany a-stroke" of "indignant waves" (X, 311). 
Milton's personal venture upon the "seas of Chaos" is referred 
to in The Reason of Church Government. He greatly laments having 
to leave the calmness of solitude and his studies to enter·the dis-
putes concerning prelacy. After digressing u,pon his plans for,,a 
future epic, Milton:writes: 
... I trust hereby to make it manifest with what small 
willingnes I endure to interrupt the purijuit of no lesse hope 
then these, and leave a calme and pleasing solitarynes fed 
with cherful and confident thoughts, to imbark in a troubl'd 
sea of noises and hoars disputes, put from beholding the 
bright countenance of truth in the quiet and still air of de-
lightfull studies to come into the dim reflexion of hollow 
antiquities sold by the seeming bulk .... 32 
The region of calm air is one of virtue in Comus::als'd., -fpi,:the:'..: .. ; 
Attendant Spirit speaks of "bright aereal Spirits" who live "in 
Regions milde of calm and serene air" (11. :3, 4). Thus Milton re-
luctantly forfeits h:i.$ solitude to enter an area where co:q.fusion 
reigns, an area similar to Chao$ in its noisy an<j troubled s~ and 
schematic complexities. Too, in that troubled atmosphere I there 
are merely dim reflections of hollow antiquities instead of the bright 
countenance of truth with striil,ightness of beams which Milton could 
behold in his r~gion of calm air. 
SimUarly, when.Adam and Eve sin, the "high Winds" of ''Pas-
sions, Anger, Hate, Mistrust, Suspiciqn," and ''Piscord" begin to 
shake the "inward State of Mind" of Adam and Eve which was "Galm 
Region once/ And full of Peace'' but now is tossed anq turbulent (PL, 
IX, 1122-U 30), Again the schematic:: complexities which Christ 
must conquer at h.is birth become appare;nt. 
Even as calm air and smooth waters are desirable, so storms, 
winds, and tempests ar~ causes of disorder and irregularities in 
nature and are generally represented as evU by Milton. In Paradise 
Lost Adam's Fall brings about the corruption 0£ nature. Winds are 
qriginated, ''with l;>luster to confound/ Sea, Aire, and Shoar" (X, 
664, 665). The climate on earth changes--ina sinless world all 
"pi;nching cold and scorching he ate" was non-existent. After the 
Fall, however, 
These,Changes in the Heav'ns, though slow, produc'd 
Like c;hange on, Sea and Land, sideral bla~t, 
Vapour, a:i;:,.d Mist, and Exhalation hot, 
Corrupt and Pestilent: N9w from the North . 
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:Bursting thir brazen Dungeon, armd with ice 
And snow and haile and sto:rmie gust and flaw, 
... tend the Woods an<i Seas upturn (:PL, 
· x, 69z ... 100). -
Therein lies the .evil of the winds i;i.nd storms: the dis9rder they i,n .. 
. fli~t upon Earth, especially the seas. This is the "outrage from 
lifeless things" when Discord, Daughter of Sin, came to the world 
(L 707). ·· Calmness and ordered str\,l,cture were upset: a wind which 
'"rends woods" c1nd<\,l,J)turns seas is evil .to mankin,d. 
As Sin anc;l Death le1;1.ve Hell fo~ Earth after Satan'l::l victory qver 
. Adam and Eve, they are simulated to ''two. Polar Winds. blowing ad-
verse" upon a sea,. which "together d:rive Mountains qf Ice" (X, 
. . . . 
290). Again winds are pictured as being evil, by association and by 
descripticm. Sat1:1.n's confrontation with Death at the gate of ;Hell is 
compared to twQ black cl9uds which collide when the winds blow 
the signal •. As Hughes notes, the middle ai,r·was traditionally 
thought to be a place where demons dwelled. There too, lightning, 
thunder, clouds, wind and rain were generated. 33 These disruptive 
. forces bring havoc to Earth. 
Hell itself is rnade \1p partly of a frozen conti;nent, dark and 
wild., which is; 
beat with perpetual sto:rms · 
Of Whi:rlwind and dire Hail, which on firm land 
Thaws not, gut gathers heap, and ruin see:i;ns 
Of .ancient pile •.. (:PL, II, 588-591 ). 
' ~
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Havoc and disc;,rder a:i:-e apparent. S;moothness and simplicity ap.d 
order are not pre sent in true form in HeU. Similarly in Chaos, 
"Ever-threatnipg storms" are present and a lo\,l.d te;mpest shakes the 
air (PL, lll, 425). l.n the ''windy Sea of Land" which makes up the 
Paradise\l o! Fools, all of the 11unaccomplisht works of Natures 
hand''--abortive or monstrous .. -are found (III, 455 ). The·wind is 
one of thE:l most notable c;haracteristics in the description, associ-
ating it with deformities in nature. 
At the end of the second temptation in Paradise Regi:1,ip.ed, 
Satan conjures a ruinous sto:rm which is probably designed to 
frighten Christ into yielding to the third temptation. This tempest, 
like the sea, is powe:r:ful and boup.dless, its for<;e unleashed to. 
wreak havoc; on earth:. 
·· the Clouds 
F:,;om ma:,;iy a horrid rift abortive pour'd 
. Fierce rain with lightning mixt, water with fire 
· In ruine reconcil'd: nor slept the·winds 
Withinthir stony caves, but rush'd abroad 
From the fo'l.;lr hinges of. the·world, and fell 
On the ve::!Ct Wilderneas, whose tallest Pine$, 
Tho\lgh rooted <;leep as high, and sturdiest Oaks 
· Bow 1d thir Stiff nec;ks, loaden with stormy blasts, 
Or torn up :sheer •.. (_!:!i, IV, 410-419). 
Christ is unshaken by all these terrors, even though he is su;r-
rounded by shrieking Hellishfuries~ Tp.e storm causes disorde:r 
upon Earth--even the strong trees of nature are qprooted and 
-felled. Th.e extent of this dis<;>rde:r that Milton wanted to con,vey in 
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this passage can be realized by the fact that.Milton thought (though it 
is not so) that the pine tree1fwere "rooted deep as high." · Thus, when 
the trees are felled, considerable damage is done •. Christ, however, 
is able to overcome this. disturbance: he is unhurt. This schematic 
disruption, created by Satan, is his last new device to overcome 
Christ before the third temptation, and it is destined to failure. 
In.his third attempt to conquer Christ, Satan tries to. convince 
him that the storms were symbols of ill"".will from Heaven:: 
Yet as being oftimes noxious where they light 
On man, beast, plant, wastful and turbulent, 
Like turbulencies in the affairs of men, 
· Over whose heads they rore, .and seem to point, 
They oft fore-signifie and threaten ill: 
This Tempest at this Desert most was bent; 
Of men at thee, for only thou here dwell'st 
(~, IV, 460-466). 
Christ is aware, however, of the origin of the tempests, and shows . 
his victory over them by stating that the only harm done to him is 
being wet from the :i;-ain. Satan can cause external, structural 
disorder, he can change the exterior appearance of some shapes--
but Christ is 11 unappall 1d in calm and sinless peace" (1. 425). The 
··~·r 
inner quie:t;:ude cannot be shaken by Satan. The bright dawn after 
the stormy night and the sun, which shines with even more "effec-
tual beams" in contra1:1t to the night just passed, are symbolic of the 
conquest over the evil attempts of Satan. 
Steadman sees in. this passage concerning the turbulencies and 
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storms a. r,;imilarity to epics of Tasso and Gratiani. In, both·works 
evil enc:ha;nters ca.11 forth a te;mpest as Satan does in Parq.di,.se ~ -
gai;nec:I. In Tasso's epic, Ismeno's evil spirits are a];,"med with 
thunder, light;q.i;n,g, and tempest which 11 represent the deceit!ul a:r ... 
guments" that "show .us honest .travails and honourable danger under 
the shape of evi.l, 1' 34 In Gratiani's poem the infidel sorcerer 
Alchindo sends evil spirits to terrify Christians. Alchindo's evil 
spirits "assume terrible.and mo:p.strous shapes; others frighte:r;i. t;he 
Christians with nocturnal terrors." All three writers, Steadmi;l.n 
. c;:onclud~s fJ:'Oill his examination, ''retain the tem:pest 1s conventional 
role as an obstacle .to the achieveme:Q.t o~ a destined enterpdse, but 
change its setting from sea to land. 1135 We cari see {rozp. this corn ... 
parison also an all-u;sion to demonic shapes in all three tempests. 
lsmeno se:q.ds forth evil spirits, Alchi.ndo se;nds forth !'monstrous 
shapes,'' and Sa.tan sends forth "infernal Ghosts" and ''Hellish 
· Furies" as a part of the tempest. Structurally these all have :t;10 
form, like Death at Hellls gate, or have the irregular shape of a 
monster, both of which can, be identified with evil. 
In Samson Agoni,.stes Dalila accuses Samson of possessing an 
unappeasi;!.ble aq.ger that is similar to a temp~st: 
I see thou art implacable, more deaf 
To prayers, then winds and seas, yet winds to seas 
Are reconcil'd at length, and Sea to Shore: 
Thy anger, unappeasable, still rages, 
:E;t~rnal tempest never to.be cab;n'cl. (SA, 960 .. 964). 
By his anger Scimsqn is able to resist DalUa--thus overcoming her 
power c9nnected with the sea by assuming a similar power. Tb.is 
image is carried through, as Carey notes, in the scenes that Sam-
son destroys the Philistines.· Carey writes: 
Just before the nohe of the calamity is heard, Manoa speaks 
. . 
of his sop's locks 'waving down' (1493)--a word which cla:i;-i-
fies the sea-echoes of the earlier ':redundant locks' (568) ... -
and, as the rpessenger relates, it is 'with the force of windf'i 
and waters' and 'with burst of thunder' (1647-51) that the 
pillars are tugged down. The dest;ructive and amoral power 
of the sea, which, a.t the opening of the d.;rama, was specifi .. 
cally associated with the Philistines, has now been trans -
fe rred to Samson. His la!'it bloody act of vengea:q.ce, which 
the surface-voice of the drama invites us to applaud, is con-
demne<;l, at a deeper level, by the progression of imagery. 36 
· Samsqn's act Qf vengeance wo\,lld seemingly be considered un-
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Christian in that it does not forgive, but c;lestroys. Like the tempest 
in Paradise Regained, the tempest of Samson's anger brings tern-
po:!7ary clestruction and di~wrder. But after the tempest c9mes. the 
calm. In the Prologue, Milton mentions that one can purge the 
mind 9f passions such as fear and terror by tempering them with 
passions well imitated, as in tragedy. Nature would have µs use a 
like formula, for "things of melanchol\c hue and quality are us 'd 
a~ainst melancholy, sour against sour, salt to remove salt _ · 
humors, 1137 Samson ~alces on the powers of the sea and destroys 
the Philistines, whom we have seen are associated with the sea--
Dagon, the Sea-Idol, is thei:r.- god, and both r;>alila ;a.nd Samson are 
associated with the sea and tempests. 
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. Harapha is similar to a tem:p.estin attitude--he would like to 
<;1.estroy Samson~ The Chorus introduces him as a tempest, and men-
tions that a ''wind hath blown. h.im hither" O. 1070). Like Samson in 
his anger,. Harapha W0'1ld like to destroy; he can scarcely .resist 
the temptation to ''render death" to Samson, but whether from fear 
of hi.s blind an.d ~hained ep.emy or from other reason, leaves without 
physical violence, but vowing to do evil in some manner to his op ... 
ponent. 
Assoc;:iated with the evil of the seas, along with tempests, are· 
the sea-monsters which Milton rather frequently refers to in his 
imagery, both in poetry and prose. Such monsters are comple~ in 
structure; sometimes h~ving scaly bodies or winding, serpentfoe 
for:r.p.s. Th.is monster imagery in Milton. is quite similar to that found 
in the Bible • 
to: 
. . For example, in Book I of Paradise ,l.,ost Milton compares Satan 
that Sea ... beast 
Leviathap., which God of all his works 
C:reated hugest that swim th' Ocean streci.m: 
· :fiim haply slumbring on the Norway foam 
The Pilot of some small night-founder'd Skiff 
Deeming some Island, oft, as Seamen teH, 
With fixed .Anchor in his skaly :rind 
.· Moors by hh side under the Lee, while Night 
Invests the Sea ... (11. 200-208). 
Tl}e scaly rind indicates Milton's association of a complex outline for 
the sea-beast which is likened to Satan. Moral evil is thus attached 
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to the sea-beast leviathan in the comparison to Satan lying on the 
burning lake. North'I'up Frye has noted that Milton was probably in-
fluenced by passages from Isaiah, Ezekiel, Revelation, Job and 
Genesis in his use of leviathan and the serpent as symbols for Satan 
in Paradise Lost. 38 It can be noted that Isaiah refers to leviathan 
as "that piercing serpent, th~t crooked serpent" (Isaiah 27:U. 
Of the leviathan image, Banks observes that Milton tries to ex-
press the moral hideousness of Satan, but also awe: 
Like Leviathan the greatest individual thing of his kind, 
Satan is also a thing of evil in his untrustworthiness; he 
has deceived the angels and will deceive man, just as the 
sea beast of the travelers' tales deceived the sailors, and 
as the Biblical Leviathan, according to the tradition of 
the Church Fathers and the bestiaries, is intentionally 
treacherous.39 
Like the sea in which it . lives, the lleviathan can be treacherous to 
man. 
In "The Nativity Ode," Christ overcomes the dragon at his 
birth. After "this happy day/ Th' old Dragon11 is forced to live 
underground (11. 167, 168). and his power is limited: 
Not half so far casts his usurped sway, 
And wroth to see his Kingdom fail, 
Swindges the scaly Horrour of his foulded tail 
( 11. 1 7 1 -1 7 3 ) • 
Satan, the dragon, is conquered by Christ. The scaly body, the 
folded tail are evidences of a complex outline and are here also 
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are symbols of evil, for they are descriptive of Satan. In Paradise 
·' ~Satan is again compared to a drago;n . . In Book IV the chief of 
the fallen angels is on his way to earth to introduce whatever evil he 
can, and is referred to as "the Dragon, put to second rout" (1. 3). 
H~re Milton spea~s c;>f Satan much as he would a serpent--for the 
evil one "back recoils upon himself," distracted by horror and doubt 
of his mhsion (1. 17). The plans of his attempt at revenge by caus-
ing the fa,11 of man are "nigh the birth" and are rolling, boiling in 
his "tumultuous breast." These descriptions of Satan seem to up-
hold the portrayal of the dragoµ and the later change into serpent 
form, for disguise and ithen . for punishment. Satan is again referred 
to as a qragon in~ Reason of Church Government, where he is 
called "the old Red Dragon ... 40 
Dragons and sea-monsters are connected with others of Satan's 
forces also. Comus I incantation to Cotytto to come forth reveals 
that she is never called except when the "Dragon womb of Stygian 
darkness spits her thickest gloom" (Comus, 1. 130). Comus him-
self enters with a train of monsters. They are "headed like sundry 
sorts of wilde Beasts, but are otherwise like Men and Women. 11 
Comus resembles his mother Circe, who transforms men into 
beasts (1. 56). Broadbent observes: 
Renaissance pictures show Comus as a Bacchus-like figure 
attending as master of the reve ls on c ourtly dances. But 
the spirit has already shown he is a bad character. His 
badness has been esta,blished by sight and sound .. • . 
'Oughly-headed monsters I are fearful no doubt for psych-
ological reasons; they are abhorrent in Christian ari 
beGause they recall the gods of Egypt .... 41 
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Dagon in Paradise Lost is said to resemble a sea monster, also. 
He is one 
Who mourn'd in earnel;lt, when the captive Ark 
Maim 'c;i his brute Image, head and hands lopt off 
In qis own Temple, on the grunsel edge, 
Where l}e fell flat, and sham'd his Worshi,pers: 
Dagon his Name, Sea Monster, upward Man 
And downward Fish •.• (I, 458-463). 
After Dagon is introduced, we a;re told of Osiris, Isis, Orus and 
their followers, who take "mon.strous forms" anq ab'l,lse Egypt, mak-
ing the people seek their Gods in "brutish forms" rather than human 
(I, 480, 481). These gods, like Satan, c:1.re irregular in shape. 
Dagon's scaly half .. fish body categorizes him similar to Satan's dra-
gon and serpent images. 
DragoQ.s, like tempests, inflict destruction upon the land, for 
as Milton writes in The RE;!ason of Church Government, the E:;nglish 
.......----,. -
prelates are like the "huge dragon of Egypt breathing out wast, and 
desolation to the land, unlesse he were daily fatn 1d with virgins 
blood. 1142 The monstell' of Egypt inflicts desolation on the land, m 
contrast to Christ, who can bring inner calm. 
Monsters and beasts can be associated with other evil qualities 
in Milton's imagery. l'yranny, for example, is an "ambiguous m0n-
ster," one which must be slain in two sp.apes. The latter shape is 
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the Roman Catholic Church, but the restorers of the Churc:;h and the 
Commonwealth were not "taken with her miter 1d hypocrisie, nor 
terrifi'd with the push of her bestial! hornes, but breaking them im-
mediately fore 't her to unbend the pontifical! brow, and recoile. 1143 
One gets the impre1:1sion here that the monster is similar to the 
dragons in Revelation al)d in Milton's Latin poems also referring to 
the Roman Church. In an English translation of a poem on the Gun-
powder plot, Milton asks "Was it thus you essayed to present 
I King I James to the skies, you monster slcu.lking on the seven 
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mount""ins?" In another poe~ on the same subject, Milt9n again 
criticizes: "James derided the fires that purge the soul, without 
whose aid the house of them that dwell !i-bove is not to be approached! 
This made th~ Latin monster, with its triple crown, gnash its teeth," 
and "caused its ten horns to shake with threats horrific. 1145 The 
beast in both poems, according to Hughes, is the monster described 
by St. John as rising "out of the sea, having seven heads a:i;1d ten 
horns . and upon his heads the name of blasphemy" (Revelation 
13: 1 ). 46 This rpo~ste r, irregular in shape and connected with things 
evil to Milton, illustrates Milton I s antipathy to such unnatural forms. 
Other examples of monster imagery can be found in Lycidas, 
where the poet mentions that the "whelming tide" perhaps carries 
Lycidas to the bottom of the "monstrous world" (1. 158). The sea 
monsters here are again a threat to mankind. 
Frye gives a survey of leviathan-dragon imagery in the Bible, 
and states that for Paradise Regained: 
From this ruse of leviathan symbolism in the Bible/ is de-
rived the conventional iconology of Christ as a drag-;n-
kille r, such as we have in medieval sculptures :portraying 
him with a dragpn under his feet . 47 
As Mj~hael explains to Adam in Paradise J.,ost, the "a.goµ of Christ 
and Satan wHl not be a physical but a spiritual and intellectual, the 
cuttin,g weapons. used being those of dialectic and the true dragqn 
b . . . 1 .. 48 . c p emg a spir1tua enemy. Thus hrist in · aradise Regained 
overcomes the dragon, his spirit~al eqemy. Also, at Christ's 
coming in the wilderness the wild beasts grow calm, the fiery ser-
pent flees, and the noxious worm or serpent is overcome (PR, I, 
310-312). All these writhing, crooked animals, a~versaries of 
Christ, are overcome by him. 
In Samson Agonistes . the Semichorus refers to Samsoq as " an 
ev'ning Dragon" w~ich assailed domestic fowls. lt is when he goes 
to the feast of the Philistines tp.at he is compared to the ev'ning 
dragon; after he pulls down the temple on the Pl\ilistines, the Semi -
chorus compares him to an Eagle (11. H~91, 1695). Hughes, like 
many editors, glo~ses the "ev'ning Dragon" as "snake." However, 
Cox disagrees, and feels that Milton's hero and God's "faithful 
Champion'' could not be simulated to a sp.ake, for it would be "an 
ipcongruous, indecorous choice of figure. 11 49 A dragon is fre -
quently associat«rd in the Old T e stament with judgme nt, d esolation, 
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and physical de1;1truction: 
"Ev'nipg Dragqn" strikes a familiar Scriptural tone in an 
account of doorp. I would suggest, too, that Milton . , . 
has in another sepse of the word _ev'ning, suggested by 
his mention of "nests in order rang'd" that the "ev'ning 
Dragon" w\11 bring down the order he sees before him, he 
will make all even-balanced, just, calm. None of these 
evocations in the word cla~h; all support the complex 
imagery developed in the word Dl'agon. 5 0 
Thus the dragon can be aesociated with the powers of the tempest 
Sam:rnn was connected with earlier. The destructive powers of the 
tempest and of the dragon are evil, but Samson uses them as in the 
"like cures like" homeopathic principle, apd conquers evil with 
evil, to restore, at the end of the tragedy, "calm of mind, all pas-
sion spent" (1. 1758). 
Sin and Death are pictured aij monsters in Paradise Lost. 
Althc;mgh Death is a formless creature, black as night, he is re-
£erred to as a "monster" with a "dreadful Dart," fierce as "ten 
Furies, " "terrible a~ Heil" (Il, 671-675). Satan himself refers to 
Death as an "execrable shape." Like the sea, Death is formless 
and evil, and after the Fall inflicts :man with the death-rendering 
<;iarts. 
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Sin, while also called "a formidable shape" like Death (Ii, 649), 
has a definite, but irl'egular, form. She supposedly sprang from 
Satan1s head and is the embodiment of evil. Milton describes her 
clearly: 
The one seem'd Woman to the waste, and fair, 
But ended foul in many a scaly fould 
VolurninO'Q.S and vast, a Serpent arm 'd 
With mortal sting (II, 650-653). 
Thus Sin is serpentine in form below her waist, and the scaly folds 
accentuate the idea that irregular lines and shapes are coincidental 
with evil in Milton. But that is not all of Sin's description: 
about her middle round 
A cry of Hell Ho"Unds never ceasing bark'd 
With wid~ Cerberian mouths full loud', and r1,1ng 
A hideous Peal •.. (II, 653-656). 
Sin is tormented by these Hell Hounds which creep back into her 
womb when they are disturbed. Altogether, Sin is much more 
frightful in appearance, we are told, than Scylla or the Night-Hag 
(probably Hecate). For Steadman, Sin is much similar to the ser-
pent of Genesis 3, but how fa:r Milton wanted the likeness to go is 
uncertain. Steadman observes: 
In Heaven she /Sin 7 has been his /Satan's 7 'perfect im-
age' 'likest to thee in shape and cc';'u,nt'nance bright. ' 
Now in. hell she wears a shape conventionally associated 
with his execution of the very enterprise he has jm1t under-
taken . . . • The punitive deformities of Satan and his 
daughter are modelled in part on conceptions of the serpent 
of paradise. 51 
Thus Sin's shape can readily be construed as a p"Unishment ~nd a 
symbol for the deeds she <;ind her father/lover have instigated. 
Of all monsters, the serpent is most freq"Uently all'l).ded to, and 
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is complicated in shape, often described lying in coi,ls, 'tangles, 
/ 
folds,. or mazes. Even: as Sin is half-serpent, ha.U-woman, so 
· Satan, false gods, and evil persons are often portrayed as ser ... 
perits. Satan, especially, is so closely identified with serpents that 
his. name is interchangeable with "infernal Serpent" (PL, l, 34). 
Several times Adam is J;'eminded by Michael that his seed will b:r:u-ise 
the serpent's head (PL; XII, 149, 234, 383),. meap.ing that Christ 
will conq1,1er Satan. Of course, the identification of Satan,with the 
serpent has to do with his •.•foul descent" into the disguise of the ser-
pent form to tempt Eve in Eden. The snake which tempts Eve at·• 
first appears beautiful and almost majestic to her, but th,is is mere .. 
ly a.part of the deception of Satan and his change in shape. When 
Satan first looks for a disguise to aseume, he sees the serpent in 
Eden: 
close the Serpent sly 
Insinuating,. wove·with Gordian twine 
His breaded train, and of his fatal guile 
Gave proof unheeded ... (!:!::_, IV, 347-.350). 
The serpent th1;m, even before Satan assumes his shape, can. be 
pictured in coils, winding his body around itself like a Gordian knot. 
Even though the serpent ha1;1 not yet played its role in the Fall of 
man, by shape and by description ("sly," "insinuating''), it already 
is of questionable repute. In Book IX when the temptation talces 
place, Satan again finds the serpent: 
In Labyrinth of many a round self .. rowld 
His head the midst, well stor'd with suttle wiles 
Fearless unfeard he slept: in at hi,s Mouth 
The Devil enterd .•. (PL, IX, 18J-188). 
Thus the "Serpent suttlest Beast of all the Field" (IX, 86) becomes 
an instrument of the temptation. As·$urri.ing the ani,m1;1.l form i$ not 
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appealing to Satan. His ego is l;)ruised that he mu$t take the form of 
a ''Serpent sleeping" in ''mazie foulds" (IX, 160). As Bush notes, 
Satan here must be fully committed to "evil, prideful spite against 
God and man, mingling with a self-pity aggravated by his 'foul 
descent' into a serpent 1$ body. 1152 
To tempt Eve more effectively, Satan gives the serpent whose 
shape he has assumed a deceptive beauty. Satan, disguised as the 
serpent, still appears in coils, for he travelij 
on his reare, 
Circular base of rising foulds, that tour'd 
Fould above fould a surging Maze, his H;ead 
C:rested aloft, and Carbuncle in his Eyes; 
With burnisht Neck of verdant Gold, erect 
Amidst his circling Spires, that on the grass 
Floted redundant: pleasing was his shape, 
And lovely, never since of Serpent kind 
Lovelier •.. (PL, IX, 497-505). 
As he travels, Satan "curld many a wanton wreath" (IX, 517). He 
leadi:, Eve by swiftly rolling "in tangles" and makes the "intricate 
seem strait" (1. 632), All of this attention given to the tangles, 
coils, folds, mazes, and curls of the serpent form seems readily to 
convey an association of these with the temptation. Such a coiled 
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or complicated form is all the more evil in its deception, as the ser-
pent fools Eve by his physical appearance of making an intricate path 
seem straight. He later does this figuratively by making Eve think 
God simply wants to keep man beneath him instead of letting her 
see the intricate problems involved with eating the forbidden fruit. 
Kastor sees these changes in form connected with Satan's role 
as tempter on Earth. Thus a change in shape is indicative of Satan's 
gradual loss of glory from his form as an angel. Kastor seems to 
be concerned with size, however, noting that Satan's size is re-
d d h . 1 d' . . h 53 H d kn 1 d th . uce as 1s gory 1m1n1s es. e oes not ac owe ge · e 1m-
portance of curved lines to the interpretation of the imagery. 
Svendsen does note that "a blind and serpentine body" is one of the 
many obstacles to true vision. 54 Svendsen refers, however, to 
Milton's prose tracts, and not the passage in Paradise Lost. 
Pecheux suggests that Satan's unwillingness to assume the 
serpent form "specifically parallels Christ's ascent-through-
descent with Satan's further-descent-through-descent. 1155 Thus 
Pecheaux observes that the serpentine form is indeed evil a~d de-
basing, but she does not observe that the complicated structure is 
an important con-side ration in futhe·r i ntei:p r etin:.g t:!;!e :i~agery. 
After the Fall, Satan's resumption of the serpent form is not of 
his own choosing, but is inflicted as a punishment. He hears, in-
stead of "universal shout and high applause, 11 a dismal universal 
hiss" (X, 505, 508). He finds his "Legs entwining" and down he 
falls "a monstrous Serpent on his ;Belly prone," and he is punishe.cl 
"in the ~hape he sin'd" (1. 516). Hell is now full of serpents, and 
they are more "complicated" than most snakes: 
now we re all transform 'd 
Alike, to Serpe;nts all as accessories 
To h.is bold Riot: dreadful was the din 
Of hissing through the Hall, thick swarming n,ow 
With complicated monsters, head and taile, 
Scorpion and Asp ..• (PL, X, 5l9-524). 
- .-
These serpents roll "in heaps" (1. 558) and climb the trees which 
resemble the forbidden tree in Eden. There they sit "thicker than 
the snaJ,de locks/ That c1,1rld Mega~ra" (1. 560). Their shape is 
termed "that dire form. 11 The rolling, swarming, curling snakes 
again Ulustrate the attention Milton gave to shapes. Later in 
Paradise Lost comes the repeated promise that the seed of the wo-
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:i;nan shall bruise the serpent's head, so the form of the fallen angels 
is quite obviously appropriate. 
In Paradise Regained God fulfills the promise of Paradise Lost. 
Chri$t, in the wilderness, calms wild beasts, but significantly also 
causes "the fiery se;rpent" and the "nox ious Worm" to fle e {PR, I, 
312). Satan has "snaky wiles" during the t emptation of Christ (I, 
120), and when his arguments are defeated by Christ, must pause 
to collect his "Serpent wiles" (III, 5). Angelic choirs sing of 
Christ's victory over Satan's temptation, and refer to Satan again 
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as "Infernal Serpent" (IV, 618). 
Other evil beings are associated with serpents in Milton's im-
agery. Samson says that Dalila is "a poysnous bosom snake" with 
whom he was entangled (SA, 763). In Of Reformation Milton writes 
that Tradition is "the Serpents Egge th.at will hatch an Antichrist 
wheresoever, and ingender the same Monster as big, or little as the 
Lump is which breeds him. 1156 Under the "fat Bishopricks" and 
"covetous and ambitiO\lS hopes of Church-promotion," the Church 
has becom~ "like a great Python from her youth to prove the general 
poyson both of doctrine and good discipline in the Land. 1157 Like 
"that fenborn serpent" she can be "shot to death with the darts of the 
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sun, the pure and powerful beams of God's word." In An Apology 
I 
Milton's opponent is called a Serpent, who poisons "from his own 
stuff magazin, and board of slanderous inventions, over and above 
tha,t which he converted to venome in the drawing. 1159 Likewise in 
Animadversions Milton writes 11:aecause your dissever'd principles 
were but like ~he mangled pieces of a gash't Serpent, that now began 
to close, and grow together Popish againe. 1160 Thus the serpent 
form in MHton's imagery is given to those whose beliefs Milton finds 
offensive. By examining the various passages relating to the serpent 
it can be concluded that the serpent is associated with evil. There-
fore once again irregular, curved lines appear on a syr:pbol of evil. 
This pattern t;herefore exists throughout Milton's imagery. Al-
though there are exceptions to the pattern, a survey of Milton's 
im,;1.gery makes it possil;>le to conclude that Milton did have an an .. 
tipathy to Jrregular lines and shapes, whether in buildings such as 
Pandemonium, Cht;tos, seas and tempests, monsters or serpents, 
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or even the human body. This c;oncl~sion is further supported by the 
fac:t that this pattern can be illustrated in such a wide range of 
Milton's images. Thi,s antipathy to compiex schematic structure in 
the vis-q.al imagery also leads to similar patterns of antipathy in 
other, more a,bstri;l.ct, con side ratipns of Milton's imagery. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
Milton's antipathy to irregular lines and shapes has various 
ramifications thro-ughou.t his writings. Acknowledgement of this an-
tipa,thy aids in lending p.· new level of interpretation to Mitten's works, 
and bears out the theory that Milton gave moral significance to al-
most every image he uses in his poetry. 
Much attention is given. to shape thro1Jghout Milton, as we have 
seen. At least forty-one references to "shape" can be found in 
· Paradise Lost alone. ay the examination of the moral significance 
of some of these references in r<;ilation to their schematic inno-
cence or evil, we can better understand some of the others which 
do not as visibly point out evil in a tangible structure--or the 
evident lack of it. For example, in The Reason of Church Govern-
~·. - I• 
ment Milton deals with the abstract concept of "discipline." In 
trying to establish his point, he refers to the visible shape this 
quality would take, if embodied: 
And certatnly discipline is not only the removall of dis-
order, but if any visible shape can be given to divine 
things, the very visible shape and image of vertue, 
whereby she is not only seene in the :regular gestures and 
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motions of he:r hea.venly paces as she walkes, bµt alao 
· makes fhe harmony of her yoke audible to mortall 
eares. ·. · 
Regular gestuvee are characteristic; of the visible shape of virtue . 
.Oisc;ipline, which is, as haer been noted, associated with virtue, 
here is even so ~uch associateg with it as to be syno;nomous with 
the terro. 
This co:r:i.sciouene1u of shape seems present also in Milton's 
"Letter 7., To Ch~rles oiodati," where• Milton.w:rites: 
Not with so much labour, as the fables have it, is Ceres 
said .to have sought her daughter P;t"oserpina as it is my 
habit day and night to seek fox, the .jdea of the beautiful, 
as for a certain image of supreme beauty, throug};l. all the 
forms and ;faces of things (for many are the shapes of 
· things divine) and to follow a.s it leads me on. by some 
t:races. which l seem to recognize. 2 
. . . . 
~ven as discipline could be. visualized as having a definite form, 
so· Milton intends to sea;rch for a shape or form of supreme beauty. 
Such may take many shapes, but the most vi:rtuous·would probably 
be, as can be seen. fro;rn an eJ<;amination,of Milton's attitudes c;on .. 
. cerni:ng shape,. a simple form without excessive ornamentati<!m and 
without irregular, unnatural lines. 
The importance of simplicity and virtuous, uncomplicated 
shape to' Milton is again exemplifie<:i where, in The Reason of 
. . ........._,.. .. -~ 
Church Government, Milton speaks of the temple of Ezekiel. 
Milton states that the description is "shadowie," but this much is 
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clear to him: God gave an important description for the physical 
temple, thus he would surely ca:re much more about man's mental 
temple. Milton writes: 
Should not God rather now by his ow:p.e prescribed disci-
pline have cai;t his line and levell upon the soule of man 
whi<::h is his rationall temple and by the divine square 
and compasse thereof forme and regenerate in us the 
lovely shapes of vertues and graces, the sooner to edtfie 
and accomplish that immortal! statu:re of Christs body 
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which is his church i:n all her glorious linec;inients and 
proportions. 3 . . 
God thoro\,lghly planned the temple spoken of in Ezekiel, thus man's 
soul, the ratioIJ,aLtemple, would surely receive God's attention, and 
would be ;molc;ted into ''lovely shapes of vertues" by discipline. The 
churchwaf',l never intended to l;>e "pq.tch't" and"varni,s't over with 
the devices and imbellishings of man's imagin,ation. 114 Thus a con-
crete, visible objec;t serves as a11- emblem for spiritual a:r;i.d mental 
guiqance. 
Therefore according to Milton, man should learn that simpli~-
ity is the better path to follow. The prelates, however, do not seem 
to realize this, for the simple purity of God's word has been 
clouded: 
We see again how Prelaty sayling in opposition to the main 
end and power of the Gospel doth not joyn i,n that mysteri-
ous work of Christ, by lowliness to confound height, by 
simplicity of doctrin the wisdom of the world, but cbntrari-
wise bath made it s;elf high in the word and the flesh to van-
ql.lish things by the world accounted low, and made it self 
wi$e in tradition and fleshly ceremony to cqn,found the 
purity of doc::trine whic::h is the wisdom of God. 5 
The prelates have forsaken. simplicity for tradition and ceremony. 
This complexity leads men astray; it confuses them. ~n "Of 
Prelaticall Episc::opacy, 11 Milton condemn$ Ignatius in particular 
for writing in a c::omplex style which is contrary to the si~ple style 
used in the scriptures, which Miltollthinks should be exemplary. 
Milton states: 
Had God ever intended we should have sought any part of 
usefull instruction from Ignatius, doubtles he would not 
have so ill provided for our knowledge, as to send him to 
our hands in this broken and disjoynted plight; and if he in-
tended no suc::h thing, we doe injuriously in thinking to tast 
better the pure Eva,ngelick Manna by seasoning our mouths 
with the tainted scraps, and fragments of an unknown table; 
and searching among the verm;i.nous, and polluted rag$ 
dropt overworn from the toyling shoulders of Time, with 
· these deformedly to guilt, to interlace the intire, the 
spotlesse, and undecaying robe of Truth, the d<;lughter not 
of Time, but of Heaven . . . . 6 
Ignatius' style is inappropriate to.any expression of truth.· The 
· meaning of his ',Vords is clouded; if he were to try to express truth, 
he would be unable to, for his style and truth are incompat;i.ble. If 
he cannot write simply and with truth, then we have no J;"eason to 
read his statements. Truth must have simplicity and $traight-
forwardness. 
Again in Animadversions, Milton emphasizes the importance of 
simplicity: 
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A plaine unlearned man. that lives well by that li~ht which 
he has, is better,. and wiser,. and edifies others more 
towards a godly and happy life. than. he: Thi;} other is still 
using his eophisticated arts an~ l;>endip.g all his studies 
how to make his insatiate avarice, & ambition eeem 
pious, and orthodoxall by painting his lewq.and deceitfull 
principles with a smooth, glossy varnish in a doctri:p.all ' 
way to b:ring about his wickedest p1,1rposes. 7 . 
We·would be·wise:r •. to·imitate.the s.ir,p.ple·man th,an·a wicked learned 
man. A llsrpo<;)th, glossy varnish" represented as gqod is used py · 
t:he deceivers tq mask their sophistocated arts. Such deceptions . 
are evil; an unlearned, simple man is better a:p.d. wiser. 
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Suc:;h wicked, sophisticated inventions and art!:! of evil men are to 
be condemned. · Milton is even thallkful to God for punishing those. 
whose complicated arts lead men. into crooked paths: 
But eV1er .. blessed be he, and ever ~lorifi 'd that from nis 
high, watch-Tower i:p. t}l.e Heav'ns discerning the crC;>o~ed 
wayes of perverse, and cruell men, hath hitherto m.aim 'd, 
and infatuated all their damnable inventions, and deluded 
their great Wizzards with a delusion. fit for fooles and 
h -'ld 8 c. 1 ren. . · . . 
As Christ overcomes Satan, so God overcomes and punishes those 
who lead others into crooked paths~ As the scriptures caution 
· against following any but straight paths,. those whose inventio1;1s de-
lude men into following crooked paths are punished ?Y being deluded 
themselves. · They are i.l,nable to think clea:rly; they cannot reason 
as·well as foola or children. To· MUton ~his punishment is most 
fitting. 
Comus also uses deceptive arts, in wh,ich his abilities even ex-
ceed those of his mother Circe. To·deceive the Lady,· Comus, like 
the·wicked men who use smoothness and simplicity to hide their 
complicated arts, dresses like a simple peasal').t~ ;He d.ebates with 
the Lady, usil').g lies and comple;x: pretenses to tempt her into eub...; 
mission. But the Lady, being viJ;"tuous,. is able to see the tru.th: 
thh; Juggler 
Would. think to. charm my judgment,, as mine eyes, 
Obtruding false rules p:t-ankt in reason's garb 
(11. 757-759). 
On a concrete level, Comus tries to deceive by assuming the ~Jimple 
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dref!S of a peasant, thus charming the Lady's "eyes." On an a,bstri:l,ct 
level, Comus similarly attempts deception,. trying to charm the 
Lady's j'll,dgment by concealing his "false rules" of his sophisticated 
art •. The Lady defeats Comus' i:L:rgumente with her "Sun-clad power 
· of Chastity, 11 and is saved by her brothers and the Attendant Spirit, 
Thus again a wicked user of sophisticated arts is defeated by the 
. . J, 
· advocates of virtue. 
Similarly, in Bqok IV of Paradise Lost Satan. begins to tempt 
Eve by squatting P1ike a-·'"Toad" to·use his "Devilish art to reach/ The 
Organs of her fancy" (11. 802, 803). Ithuriel discovers and sur ... 
prises Sata,n:, and when touched py the angel's spear, the evil de-
ceiver !'returns of foJ;"ceto his own likeness. 11 Si:1,tan again uses 
deceptive arts i:i.nd cpmple:;x; a:i::-g-q.men.ts,. but this time with $uccess, 
in tempting Eve to partake of the fqrbidden fruit inB00k IX. His 
· words to Eve are "persuasive" and seem "impre,n'd w;i.th Reason, 
! 
and with Truth'' (1. 736) •. Again his .figurative co;rnplextties are 
masked with seeming truth, ~nd he leads Eve to the ]fall. 
Althou,gh Eve does not ;realize the evil of Satan's ·complexities· 
of argument, Chrj.st)s ;a.ble to recognize Satan's. pi+rpoeie~ Again in 
Paradise R,egained Satan persi~te;qtly avoids simplicity. ;He uses 
. . . I . . 
double meanings to tem:pt and confuse. ~an might faU prey to this 
device, such as ~ve diq in Paradhe Lo$t, if he is not on guard.· 
• '4~ ••• 
Chriflt,, however, sees th.rough the method and overc0mes it, even 
. as he bas conquered Satan on a more concrete schematic level. 
· Christ statei;;: 
That hath been, thy craft, 
;B.y mixing somewhat true to vent more lyes, 
· But what have been thy answel's, what but dark, 
Ambiguous and with double sense deluding, 
Which they who ask'd have seldo?n understood, 
And not well understood, as good not known? 
(PR,, l, 431-436).. . 
....,........ 
Satan is the antithesis of simplicity, as he is the antithesis of good 
and order. As' Fryl.! notes,, ''something of the double entendre runs 
· through all of Satan's speeches" in Paradise :Regained. 9 Sat~:n's 
. purpose is to confuse, as he c;:cmfuseq E;ve in the Garden of Eden. by 
making the 11 intric.;1te seer:p strc;1.ight11 in. his disguise as· a serpent. 
Frye qbse.rves a.bout SataJ;J. 1s speech in the first. book of Pari;\dise 
Resained: 
. . . 
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As in the previous conflict, Satan is 'scoffing in ambiguous 
words, 1 and the opening colloquy between Satan and Christ 
in the first book is already a clash of oracular powers. 
Satan'sdialecta.L instrument is the evasive or quibbling 
oracle; Christ's is the simplicity and plainness that Milton 
prizes so in Scripture, especially the Gospels. 10 
Like the Sphinx in Oedipus, Frye suggests, Satan. tell riddles which 
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threaten human life. Christ destroys Satan just as Oedipus destroys 
the Sphinx. 
It is apparent that Milton is quite interested in the symbolic 
power involved with shape and form, and that these have meaning 
not only on the literal level, but also on various interpretive levels, 
from concrete to abstract. Perhaps the affinity with simple, 
regular shapes and the antipathy to complex, irregular lines and 
shapes can best be summarized by an association with Milton's love 
for order and dislike of disorder. 
As Broadbent notes, a conflict between order and disorder is 
present in Comus, for Comus I music "is jazz lulling or frenzied, 
opiate, or Dionysiac; it spellbinds, drugs, ensnares; it makes the 
listener mad, .beside himself.!'· In contrast, the Lady's song 
"symbolizes the harmony--the original order and necessarily 
happy ending--of the universe as created by God. ,,ll This song 
also symbolizes "the rational, stabilising power by which God 
created the universe out·of Chaos. 1112 This power, as Broadbent 
notes, is exemplified in "The Nativity Ode": 
. When of old the sons of morning. sung, 
. While the Creator Great ·· 
His Cop.stellations set, 
And the·well .. ballanc't world on hinges hung, 
And cast the dark foundations deep, 
And bid the weltering waves their oozy channel keep 
("l'he. Nativity Ode," 119 .. 124). 
The creation represents a schematic victol;'y over the forces of 
Chaos, a creation of order frQm disor<;i.er. 
The creation is portrayed again in Paradise Lost. Christ's 
. ,. ~
power over disorde:r -is made clear as Uriel describes the creation 
to Satan,· who is dh1guised as a cherub: 
Confusion. heard p.is voice,. and wild uproar 
Stood r~l 'd, stood vast .infinitude confjn 'd; 
l'ill at his second bidding darknes fled~ 
Light shone, and order from disorder 1;1prung 
(:PI;.,, III,. 710 ... 713). . .. 
~ 
Withthe ]fall of Adc1,m and Eve, harmony and order are disturbed, 
. . . 
and conflict and discord on earth begin. Animals no· longer can 
live together in. harmony, a:o.d dec:1,th.is introdu.c;:ed to disrupt peace 
for both ma1+ and animals. Bush says of Paradise liost: 
.__,_ 
Paradise Lost is a "myth" about the actual and perpetual 
war betwe~ood and evil in the world and in the soul of 
man .. ·· In its total scheme it is a d,ivine comedy, a tragic 
vision of hu.man ex;perience and hi-story whiGh ends·with a 
meaeiu.re of happiness and hope. It depicts the results of 
disobedience, of secular pride rebelling against the divine 
order, the order of love in.harmony with law~ J3 
\ 
Order on earth is teml;)orarily lost at the ;Fall of man, as we have 
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seen, but is regained.with Christ's :pro:mised victories over: Satan. 
In Paradise Regained Christ withstands Satan's temptations, 
thus defeating the evil one and restoring hope to the world'. The 
victory brings peace, as the quiet ending of the poe:r;n testi.fies. With 
the conquest of .Satan, Christ has regained a "faire:r Paradise" thari 
Eden. The "snares are broke"; the "Son of the rnost High, hei:r of 
both worlc;ls" (IV, 633) has 1:1aved mankind. The order and peace 
on earth seen in "The Nativity Ode" for Christ's birth reappears 
through another conquest of the dragon., Satan~ 
So in Milton the imagery in the major poetry and p;r;-ose ca;n be 
coml;'>ared to the victory of Ch.rist over the false gods, of sbnplicity 
over complexity, of order over disord~r. As gooc,l wins over evil 
in the images, so man can, like Ada:r;n, look for the hope of victory 
in Christ, the key to schematic conquest. 
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